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Abstract
Cell survival, growth, differentiation, migration, and communication all depend on the
appropriate combination of specific interactions between proteins and biomolecules.
Therefore, understanding the molecular mechanisms influencing protein-biomolecule
binding interactions is important both for fundamental knowledge and as a foundation for therapeutic applications and biotechnology. This thesis presents two applications of computational modeling to study protein-biomolecule binding in different
contexts. First, we sought to characterize effects of applied mechanical force on protein structural and biochemical properties. Despite growing experimental evidence
of force-regulated cell behavior, the molecular mechanisms involved in force sensing
and transmission are still largely unknown. We adapted a free energy method to
directly compute the change in binding affinity upon force application. Our simulations demonstrated that differential responses in the bound and unbound state of a
protein-ligand complex can lead to graded force-modulation of binding affinity. Application to a prototypical protein system - the helical bundle complex of a paxillin
fragment bound to the FAT domain of focal adhesion kinase (FAK) - revealed several
structural mechanisms responsible. Second, we used computational methods to design individual mutations computed to improve binding affinity of an antibody-small
molecule complex with relevance to cancer treatment. Our calculations suggested several beneficial mutations for experimental characterization. The work illustrates the
value of computational modeling for understanding protein-biomolecule interactions
with application to therapeutic development and advances in biotechnology.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Protein-protein and protein-small molecule interactions are a key element of life.
Cell survival, growth, differentiation, migration and communication all depend on
the appropriate combination of specific interactions between biomolecules. Dynamic
complex formation can be integrated into pathways, allowing higher-order processing
and specific information flow, from multiple input signals to effectors [1].

At the

core of the cell's ability to process information lies tight binding interactions between
protein and ligand. Disease can arise from the malfunction of even a single specific
protein-ligand interaction. Both activation and inhibition of complex formation can
lead to pathological conditions. Mutation of a single amino acid can result in nonphysiological oligomerization, leading to protein aggregation and plaque formation,
such as in Alzheimer's disease [2], or decrease in red blood cell elasticity, triggering
vaso-occlusive crisis for patients with sickle-cell disease [3].

Alternatively, protein

mutation can result in loss of binding affinity, interfering with its biological function.
For instance, the transcription factor p53 is mutated in 50% of tumors; many oncogenic mutations lie in the DNA-binding domain of p53, preventing it from activating
transcription of its target genes [4]. To alleviate a specific disease condition, drugs
can be designed to bind specifically to a target protein, either re-activating or inhibiting its function. Therefore, understanding the molecular mechanisms involved
in protein-biomolecule complex formation is important both for fundamental reasons
and for therapeutic applications.
Protein-biomolecule binding interaction can be tuned by a number of different
factors. Binding affinity can be modified by individual point mutations, which can

alter key residues at the binding interface, introduce a conformational rearrangement
in the protein structure, or both. Binding of allosteric effectors at a secondary site can
trigger a conformational change leading to modifications in binding interactions. In
therapeutic applications, binding of the drug to its target in the body can be limited
by slow diffusion and rapid clearance of the therapeutic compound [5]. Additionally,
increasing experimental evidence has shown that binding affinity can be modulated
by the mechanical environment of the proteins interacting with each other [6, 7].
In many cases, subtle changes in protein concentration or binding affinity can have
drastic effects in downstream signaling response. For instance, the combination of
multiple steps of phosporylation and coupled dephosphorylation in MAPK cascades
leads to ultra-sensitivity, where a small change in input concentration can result in
full activation of the entire pathway [8]. Alteration of specific molecular interactions
can result in enzyme activity modification, thus shifting the dynamic range of the
signaling cascade.
Traditionally, molecular biology techniques have been used to identify and characterize specific binding interactions. Experimental assays such as western blots allow
detection of individual proteins through staining by a specific antibody [9]. Binding
interactions can also be studied by such analytical techniques, through incubation
with a secondary probing agent -

usually, an antibody to the second binding part-

ner. The resolution is limited, however, and the experimental process requires cell
lysis, therefore precluding its use for real-time applications probing the cell dynamic
environment. Alternative experimental techniques to probe protein-protein interactions, either at the single molecule level [10], or in living cells, are being developed.
Nevertheless, interpretation of experimental data at the molecular level remains a
challenge. In the area of protein design, experimental methods such as directed evolution rely on the random generation of protein mutants, followed by selection of
clones exhibiting the desired property [11]. The overall sequence space is very large,

therefore many potentially favorable mutations might not be sampled on the experimental time scale. Evolution to sequences requiring cooperative DNA base-pair
substitutions is furthermore hindered by the low mutation rate necessary to retain a
high fraction of foldable sequences.
Increasing computational power and the development of structure-based computational modeling techniques now allow molecular interactions to be studied in
more detail. For example, to study force effects on protein structure and function,
single molecule AFM experiments can be used to measure unfolding forces of individual protein domains. Such experiments show that, despite high structure and
sequence similarities, fibronectin type III modules exhibit different relative mechanical stability [12]. Computer simulations recreating the experimental setup are able to
match the experimental ranking, and more importantly, provide detailed hypotheses
for molecular differences giving rise to the observed hierarchy [13]. Computational
analysis of a binding interface can separate the contributions of individual atoms.
Inspection of the molecular properties of each atom that most strongly influence its
contribution can help in the rational design of improved binding interactions.
This thesis presents two applications of computational modeling to study proteinbiomolecule interactions. Through the use of molecular models, we investigated the
impact of applied forces on protein structure-function relationships. We developed
new computational tools of general applicability to understand the molecular mechanisms involved in mechanotransduction, the phenomenon by which cells sense and
transduce mechanical cues into biochemical signals that can be interpreted through
downstream signaling pathways. We also applied computational protein design to
rationally predict individual amino-acid mutations to affinity mature a monoclonal
antibody, with applications in cancer therapy. A common underlying theme in this
work is that of balancing interactions between different ensembles. Binding occurs
when protein-ligand interactions in the bound state are more favorable than protein-

solvent interactions in the unbound state. For instance, polar interactions in the
bound state come at the expense of desolvation penalty upon binding [14].

Pro-

tein folding arises from beneficial protein-protein contacts in the folded conformation, compared to solvent interaction with individual exposed side-chains in unfolded
conformations. Force-induced conformational rearrangement results from balancing
protein-protein interactions with the externally applied mechanical force. A detailed
analysis of the various ensembles at play, and the difference in molecular interactions
between them, is required to understand the trade-off involved. The development
and application of such computational tools can lead to further understanding of
biological phenomena and better protein engineering for therapeutic applications.
Two theoretical models for biochemical systems make this computational modeling
possible. One is a description of molecules as mechanical systems and the other is the
use of electrostatics models to speed up the computation of the interactions between
charged atoms. Molecular mechanics techniques describe molecules as collections of
charged spherical masses (representing atoms), connected by springs (representing
covalent bonds). Potential energy for a given molecule configuration is computed by
adding contributions from interactions between bonded and non-bonded atoms. Careful parameterization of the interactions between pairs (bonds), triplets (bond angles)
and quadruplets (dihedral angles) of atoms, as well as the energetic contribution of
interactions between non-connected atoms has produced several useful energetic force
fields [15-19]. These can be used to compute the energy of a static atomic structure
and to model molecular dynamics by integrating Newton's equations of motion. Biological molecules typically function in an aqueous environment and modeling individual water molecules surrounding a given molecule is computationally very expensive.
However, the surrounding water has a significant impact on the interactions between
charged atoms, called electrostatics. To model the influence of the water environment more efficiently, a second category of theoretical models, referred to as implicit

solvation models, was developed. These models describe molecules as collections of
charges inside a defined molecular volume, wherein the dielectric constant is low and
outside of which the dielectric constant is high. The high dielectric region represents
water and can also model the presence of mobile ions to more accurately describe a
biological environment. Various continuum electrostatic models differ in the methods
used to define the molecular shape separating the dielectric regions and to compute
the effect of the high dielectric region on interactions inside the low dielectric region. Usually, there is a trade-off between accuracy and computational efficiency.
Elaborate models use the exact molecular surface and solve the linearized PoissonBoltzmann equation to compute the electrostatic potential [20,21]. Generalized Born
models use alternative methods to compute the electrostatic solvation energy [22, 23],
and some achieve good computational efficiency through approximate evaluation of
the molecular surface, for instance with a simple smoothing function [24]. Heuristic
models make use of several approximations, such as group-based contributions to the
solvation free energy and distance-dependent dielectric constant inside the molecular volume, to speed up computation further [25]. In this work, we used models of
different complexity as best suited for the particular application.
Search algorithms were also an integral part of the work presented here. In order
to computationally make chemical changes and new energy evaluations efficiently, the
"inverse design" approach is used to evaluate the sequence and structure search space.
Instead of allowing complete conformational freedom, we therefore model individual
amino acid mutations in the existing protein backbone structure only. Two search algorithms are used to extract a ranked list of the lowest-energy sequences, in a guaranteed fashion [26,27]. In contrast, molecular dynamics relies on the random exploration
of the protein conformational space by integrating Newton's equation of motion based
on the potential energy [28]. Protein energy landscapes are multi-dimensional, and
have been described as rugged, with many local minima. Rare energy barrier crossing

limits phase space exploration by molecular dynamics at room temperature. Recently,
generalized-ensemble algorithms have been developed to enhance sampling [29, 30].
Validation of our free energy computational method on theoretical systems showed
that precise sampling of force-induced conformational change had a critical impact on
accuracy. Therefore, we incorporated adequate sampling techniques to appropriately
simulate force effects on protein structure.
These models for molecular energetics and these search algorithms were used to
computationally investigate protein-biomolecule binding properties. Two projects are
presented that cover different topics and goals in the area of computational modeling.
In Chapter 2 we developed a new computational method to study force-modulated
binding interactions. Despite growing experimental evidence of force-regulated cell
behavior, the molecular mechanisms involved in force sensing and transmission are
still unknown. We focused on characterizing force-induced changes in protein structurefunction relationships. By using an integrated approach, we highlight general principles involved in mechanosensing. Next, we developed, validated, and applied a new
free energy method to directly compute the change in binding affinity upon force application. Our simulations suggested force-induced strengthening of binding affinity
in a prototypical protein complex. Structural analysis emphasized several general
mechanisms involved. Our methodology is directly applicable to other biologically
relevant interactions.
In Chapter 3 we used computational protein design to identify mutants with computed improvement of binding affinity over an existing monoclonal antibody to its
ligand, Y-DOTA. This system was identified by our experimental collaborators, Kelly
Davis and Pr. K. Dane Wittrup, as a potential compound for pretargeted radioimmunotherapy, an antibody-based strategy being developed for cancer treatment. Current application is limited by weak antibody-ligand binding. Our computational design calculations suggested several individual mutations to improve binding affinity.

Selected mutations will be tested experimentally for improved binding, and successful
designs could be combined into a higher affinity multiple mutant.
Overall, this work makes use of existing methods and develops new techniques for
computational modeling of protein-biomolecule interactions. Detailed understanding
of molecular mechanisms involved in tuning binding interactions is important for
fundamental reasons and for designing new therapeutic compounds.

Chapter 2
Biomolecular transduction of
mechanical signals: Simulation
study of graded force-modulated
protein affinity
Abstract
The observation that cells respond biochemically to changes in their mechanical environment has prompted investigations into mechanisms for the interconversion of
chemical and mechanical signals. Examples include force-induced conformational
changes that expose or occlude binding sites in an essentially all-or-nothing manner. Here we investigate a more subtle possibility whereby applied force directed to
the vicinity of a protein binding site may result in changes in conformational distributions leading to gradual changes in binding affinity. The investigation presented
here includes simple analytical examples and an idealized computational example
from which the general principles and properties are developed. The main body of
the investigation is a free energy simulation analysis of a protein binding interaction
modeled on an atomic resolution structure of the focal adhesion targeting domain
(FAT) of focal adhesion kinase (FAK) bound to a portion of paxillin. Together the
analysis highlights that binding free energy changes result from differential structural
changes between the bound and unbound states, and that often the larger effect is
in the unbound state. Moreover, moderate applied force can enhance or diminish
binding affinity; one mechanism for enhancement is for applied mechanical force to
preconform the binding site in the unbound state closer to the binding conformation
than in the absence of applied force. In the protein simulations, such preconformation
was observed with concomittent exposure of hydrophobic residues. Increased applied
force led to affinity-enhancing distortions in the bound state as well, leading to an increase binding interface area and activation of specific polar contacts, whose energetic
role was confirmed through computational mutagenesis. Together these studies probe
the properties of graded binding affinity modulation in response to applied force.

2.1

Introduction

Mechanical signals have been shown to regulate various physiological behaviors, including growth, differentiation, apoptosis, motility, and gene expression [31,32]. Despite experimental characterization of biochemical signaling pathways activated by
force, the details of the processes by which mechanical cues result in cellular change,
a phenomenon referred to as mechanotransduction, are largely unknown. Abnormal
mechanotransduction can arise through changes in cell mechanics, variations in extracellular matrix structure, or deregulation of the molecular mechanisms by which
cells sense and respond to mechanical cues. Improper mechanotransduction has been
implicated in pathological conditions, such as atherosclerosis, asthma and carcinogenesis [33]. Understanding molecular mechanisms for mechanotransduction is essential
fundamental knowledge of cellular behavior and disease and additionally could open
new avenues for therapeutic intervention.
Several nano-scale mechanisms for mechanotransduction have been proposed, including changes in membrane fluidity [34], glycocalyx deformation [35, 36], and constrained autocrine signaling [37]. At the molecular level, force-driven conformational
change could result in altered protein activity, specific examples of which include forcemodulated binding affinity [38-40], enzyme activity [41], or channel conductance [42]
(see reviews [6, 7]).

In this framework, key protein molecules act as mechanosen-

sors and mechanotransducers; the combined effect of these functions is to convert
mechanical signals into chemical ones, thereby connecting to cellular biochemistry
and downstream effectors.

Despite increasing experimental demonstration of spe-

cific binding interactions being activated or inhibited upon mechanical stimulation,
the precise details of the relationship between applied force, protein structure, and
protein activity are largely unknown and likely to be system-specific.
The adhesion machinery anchors the cell to its surrounding extracellular matrix and adjacent cells, through transmembrane receptors, such as integrins, con-

necting the cytoskeleton with the extracellular matrix, and cadherins, bridging the
cytoskeletons of adjacent cells. This connection, established by dynamically interacting proteins, enables the transmission of externally applied mechanical forces and
cytoskeleton-generated ones between the cell interior and exterior [43]. Therefore, adhesion complexes have been actively studied for their ability to sense, transduce, and
integrate mechanical signals. In particular, focal adhesions serve as mechanosensitive
protein complexes, whereby local force leads to greater protein assembly and increased
signaling, and relaxation leads to site disassembly and signal termination [44]. Focal
adhesion kinase (FAK), an important scaffold and signaling protein in focal adhesions [45,46], has been shown to play a critical role in many aspects of force-regulated
signaling, specific examples of which are substrate rigidity sensing [47] and skeletal
regeneration [48]. Additionally, FAK is over expressed in a variety of tumors, and
its expression correlates with tumor malignancy [49].

FAK contains a FERM do-

main, a kinase domain, and a focal adhesion targeting (FAT) domain. The FAT
domain recruits FAK to focal adhesions by interacting with integrin-associated proteins such as talin and paxillin. The FAT domain structure is a four-helix bundle;
helical bundle structures are ubiquitous in proteins involved in adhesion [50], such
as vinculin [51], a-catenin [52], and talin [53]. Moreover, there is a commonality of
binding mechanism: through bundle association, the paxillin helical LD motif interacts with the FAT domain four-helix bundle, mostly through hydrophobic patches,
thereby creating a five-helical bundle structure. A similar binding motif is found
in other complexes of the adhesion machinery, such as vinculin head (Vh) binding
to vinculin tail domain [54], various Vh-talin complexes [53-55], Vh-c-actinin [56],
a-catenin dimerization and a-catenin-o-catenin binding interactions [57].

Despite

growing experimental evidence for force-regulated behavior and activated signaling
pathways, it is still unclear whether mechanosensitivity is governed by a single protein
or by large multi-protein complexes. Additionally, the specific protein interactions

directly involved in mechanosensing and transducing have not yet been identified.
Computational modeling techniques allow specific molecular interactions to be
studied in atomistic detail, thus improving our understanding of biological processes
at a scale that is not accessible through traditional experimental methods. In particular, steered molecular dynamics simulations, which involve the application of external
forces to molecular models, have been widely used to generate hypotheses for how
protein structure is affected by applied mechanical forces [58, 59]. Simulations have
been used to investigate unfolding pathways for modular proteins resulting from force
applied to N- and C-termini of individual domains. Notably, thorough computational
investigations of fibronectin modules shed light into phenomena such as force-induced
modification of binding site geometry [60], decoupling of synergistic interactions [61],
and sequence effects on mechanical stability [62]. Recently, studies have focused on
inferring and mimicking biologically relevant environments and force applications in
systems where such information is more readily available, such as mechanosensitive
ion channels [63, 64] or talin-vinculin binding interactions [65, 66]. Analysis of such
simulations has led to descriptions of force-induced conformational changes and estimates of potential of mean force along pre-specified reaction coordinates. Methods
have been developed to take into account non-equilibrium sampling through incorporation of Jarzynski's equality [67]. However, when tested on simple protein systems
such as a deca-alanine a-helix, the applicability of such techniques to full-size protein
systems remains unclear [68]. To the best of our knowledge, no computational study
of mechanotransduction has focused on extracting general thermodynamic properties
that can be related to biologically meaningful phenomena, such as computing binding
free energy changes as a function of applied force.
Here, we present an integrated computational approach to gain insight into forceregulated binding properties. First, we design and characterize simple models representative of classes of mechanosensing scenarios. Highlighting key features involved in

force-dependent protein activity will help to further understanding of detailed mechanisms. Then, we adapt computational free energy methods to study force-modulated
binding properties. Using idealized theoretical systems with protein-like features, we
validate our methodology and show how both local and global conformational changes
can contribute to force-regulated binding. Finally, we apply the free energy method
to study the mechanosensing properties of FAT domain binding to a paxillin peptide and observe force-induced enhancement of computed affinity. Currently the field
lacks a detailed experimental characterization of which proteins are subject to forces
and the properties of those forces (i.e., point of application, direction, magnitude,
duration, and time course). Thus, the goal of the current study is not to recapitulate or explain a particular experimental finding, but rather to apply simulation
methodology to a common motif, the four-helix bundle, which occurs frequently in
proteins associated with mechanotransduction, to explore the relationship between
protein structural properties, applied mechanical force characteristics, and binding
affinity changes.

2.2

Results and Discussion

2.2.1

Simple mechanical models

A series of simple mechanical block-and-spring models were studied to examine general classes of behavior for force-modulated binding. Figure 2-1 shows these models,
and details are given in the Methods section. The general features of the models were
selected to be abstractly representative of protein systems, and a particular advantage
is that they are analytically solvable. Protein and ligand are each represented by a
non-deformable block of material that bind through shape complementarity. Each
binding partner has one degree of freedom (the protein translates in the x direction
and the ligand in the y direction, each under the influence of a harmonic spring). The

binding energy as a function of force F applied to the protein is given by,

(2.1)

AUbind(F) = Ubnd (Xbnd(F)) - Uunb (Xunb(F))

where we compute the difference in energies Ui for the bound (i = bnd) and unbound
(i = unb) state at their respective global energy minimum,

Xbnd(F)

and

Xunb(F).

As force is applied to the protein block, it is opposed by the spring attached to the
protein and, additionally, by binding interactions. The balance of forces determines
the new equilibrium position in each state.

For each applied force, we compute

the position of the global minimum in potential energy, and its associated energy
U,(x (F)). The results of this analysis show how differential effects of force in the
bound and unbound state lead to force-modulated binding affinity. The present study
includes a small number of model variants that differ in the specific geometry of the
protein relative to the ligand and that represent effects such as allostery and exposure
of cryptic binding sites.
Scenario 1.

The first system illustrates the simplest mode of protein-ligand com-

plex: the protein adopts one conformational state at rest, which is binding-competent.
This system is modeled as having a single notch, which is aligned with the ligand
block at rest, as shown in Figure 2-1A. Figure 2-1B depicts the corresponding unbound state. We applied a range of forces to the protein block and computed the
associated equilibrium conformation for both the bound and unbound states, and the
resulting binding energy.
Figure 2-2A shows the global minimum in potential energy Uxxx (xxxx(F)) for the
bound and unbound states. As the applied force is increased, Xunb(F) increases linearly, resulting in a continuous decrease in Uunb (Xunb(F)), as described in Methods.
In contrast, the position in the bound state Xbnd(F) remains unchanged for sufficiently small forces, as shown in Figure 2-2B (regime I). This behavior stems from
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Figure 2-1: Simple mechanical models. (A) Scenario 1 in the bound state: protein
(blue) and ligand (pink) bind to each other. The green arrow indicates the force
applied. The protein has only the horizontal (x) degree of freedom, and the ligand
has the vertical (y) degree of freedom. (B) Scenario 1 in the unbound state: the
binding site is displaced. (C) Scenario 2 is representative of a protein that exhibits a
cryptic binding site, exposed upon force application. (D) Scenario 3 is representative
of an allosteric protein, for which the allosteric transition to the high-affinity state
can be triggered by binding to an allosteric effector or by force application.
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Figure 2-2:

1I
Force-modulated energy profiles for the simple mechanical models.

(A,C,E) Minimum in unbound state energy Uunb(Xunb(F)) is shown in orange, and in

bound state energy Ubnd(Xbnd(F)) in blue. For each system, the position of the global
minimum in energy xi(F) (i = {bnd, unb}) is computed by setting minus the gradient
of Equation 2.8 to zero. We plot the potential energy at this global minimum for each
applied force. (B,D,F) Binding energy AUbind(F), computed with Equation 2.1, is
shown in black. (A-B) Scenario 1. The dashed curve in panel B shows the position of
the minimum in energy for the bound state Xbnd (F), with corresponding values on the
right vertical axis. The 3 regimes of force application are indicated with background
colors green (I), pink (II), and blue (III), see text. (C-D) Scenario 2. (E-F) Scenario
3.

favorable interactions with the ligand, which oppose deformation in order to maintain the ground conformation. The binding energy is a balance between bound and
unbound state energies, as shown in Equation 2.1. Despite no conformational change
in the bound state, the overall binding affinity is decreased, as shown in Figure 2-2B.
The increase in binding energy arises from the deformation penalty that needs to be
overcome to bring the protein from its distorted unbound configuration (Xunb(F)) tO
its binding-competent original state (Zbnd(F) = 0). The overall behavior falls into
three regimes, highlighted with background colors in Figures 2-2A and B. For intermediate forces (regime II), a somewhat different behavior results. Both the bound
and unbound states are moderately distorted from their resting conformation. Because of the distinct shapes of the potential energy landscapes, this adaptive response
is different for both cases and the binding affinity is further decreased. Finally, for
high forces (regime III), both states undergo large conformational changes; binding
is completely disrupted, and there is no further force-dependent affinity change.
Scenario 2.

The second system corresponds to a protein that partially unfolds or

otherwise changes conformation upon force application, thereby exposing a cryptic
binding site. In such a system, the resting configuration of the protein is not binding
competent, which can be achieved, for instance, if key residues involved in binding
interactions are buried in the ground conformation. This mode of mechanosensing
has been hypothesized for some multi-modular proteins, such as fibronectin. Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) experiments have demonstrated that
this extracellular protein exhibits a wide range of conformations, suggesting forceregulated partial unraveling of FnIII modules [69, 70]. Moreover, several binding sites
and catalytic domains have been shown to be active only in extended conformations,
indicating that they may be hidden in folded fibronectin [41, 71].
This type of force-sensing system can be recapitulated by a modified model in

which the binding site is blocked at rest, as shown in Figure 2-1C. The force-dependent
structural modifications of the bound and unbound state lead to biphasic behavior
of the binding affinity, as shown in Figures 2-2C and D. For low forces, both bound
and unbound states undergo small conformational rearrangements that do not reveal
the binding site. As a result, binding is inhibited. For moderate forces, larger conformational rearrangements lead to the exposure of the cryptic binding site, modeled
in this case by the alignment of the protein notch with the ligand block. Favorable
interactions are possible in the bound state, leading to a decrease in Ubnd
compared to Uunb

(Xunb(F)),

(Xbnd(F))

as shown in Figure 2-2C. As a result, the binding energy

decreases, and binding becomes favorable (Figure 2-2D). Finally, high forces induce
further conformational change that prevents binding. This situation corresponds to a
protein for which exposure of a cryptic binding site is linked to partial unfolding of a
domain, but for which complete unfolding disrupts binding. For this scenario, there is
an optimal force at which binding is the strongest. We note that, in biological systems
where cryptic-site exposure occurs through complete unfolding of a protein domain,
there would be a threshold force for activation, but binding might not be disrupted
by higher forces, assuming the protein itself could withstand such force magnitudes.
Scenario 3.

Finally, we describe a system that illustrates force-modulated binding

for an allosteric protein. Allosteric regulation is a common strategy for proteins,
where binding of an effector molecule changes protein activity through conformational
rearrangement [72].

In a parallel manner, an allosteric protein could respond to

applied force rather than effector binding; for instance, the application of an external
force could induce the natural allosteric transition between low-affinity and highaffinity states in cases where the high-affinity state corresponds to a more extended
conformation.

Essentially, applied force takes the place of the allosteric effector.

Recently, an allosteric model has been proposed to explain catch-bond behavior of E.

coli adhesin FimH binding to mannose coated surfaces, where increased shear flow

leads to bond strengthening [73].
We have modeled allostery in the current framework, using a protein with 2
notches of different depths, corresponding to two main conformations, as shown in
Figure 2-1D. The force-modulated protein activity profile is linked to the relative
affinities of the two main conformations of the protein, and the force-structure relationship. For illustrative purposes, we describe a system that can adopt either a
compact, low-affinity state (state C) or an extended, high-affinity state (state S). The
force response of this model is shown in Figures 2-2E and F. In the absence of an
applied force, state C is favored, resulting in AUbind(F = 0) = -0.56 scaled units. For
low magnitudes of applied force (F < 0.1 scaled units), the protein remains in bound
state C. Continuous deformation in the unbound state leads to a slight decrease
in binding affinity, as explained previously for Scenario 1. Application of moderate
forces induces a conformational transition toward state S. As force is increased, the
protein adopts a conformation closer to this higher-affinity state, which is reached
for Fp t = 0.42 scaled units. This conformational transition results in an increase in
binding affinity, leading to tighest binding with AUbind(F = Fopt) = -1 scaled units.
Finally, pulling with a force beyond a given threshold leads to conformational changes
beyond the allosteric transition, such as partial unfolding, and disruption of binding.

Summary.

Analysis of simple mechanical models has elucidated key features of

force-modulated binding. The study highlights the point that because binding affinity
is a balance between bound and unbound state energies force-modulation of binding
strength can arise through modifications of the structures and energetics of the bound
state, the unbound state, or both. Large magnitudes of applied force induce significant conformational changes that are generally associated with binding disruption.

This observation does not apply in specific cases where the binding-competent state
corresponds to a distorted or an unfolded conformation, which could be the case for
certain proteins with cryptic binding sites. Finally, the binding affinity is highest
when the unbound state is pre-conformed to the bound state. In cases where the
unbound state conformation is distorted away from the binding-competent conformation, a deformation penalty must be paid to bring the unbound state conformation
into that configuration.

Even when favorable interactions in the bound state are

preserved, this energetic penalty leads to an overall binding affinity decrease, as explained for Scenario 1. Here, we have made use of a simple, static, one-dimensional
model for which only the global minimum energy conformation was considered for
each state (zero-Kelvin limit). In the next subsection we explore an idealized system
with protein-like properties of multi-dimensionality and conformational ensembles.

2.2.2

Theoretical systems

To investigate force-regulated binding properties in protein systems, we adapted free
energy simulation methodology to compute force-induced changes to the free energy
landscape.

By independently determining the free energy profile as a function of

applied force for the bound and unbound states, we create a thermodynamic cycle
that allows the estimation of the change in binding free energy upon mechanical
stimulation. In this formulation, applied force is the perturbation to the potential,
whereas traditionally chemical changes, such as amino acid mutations, are represented
in the perturbation potential [74]. A modified potential energy under force application
is constructed,
T7appl)= U0 (--) UA(-,

A7Pappl

"--

(2.2)

such that we can derive the total force as minus the gradient of Equation 2.2, which
shows that the perturbed potential results in a modified total force on the system

equal to the unperturbed force

0oplus an applied force Aa,,ppl, independent of

atomic coordinates:

S(
P -A - ,

7appl) =
=

---

UA(-,

-V--Uo(-)

Pappl)

(2.3)

+ Vy-- (A-appl"-)

(2.4)

= o(-)+ A•Pappl

Here, 7 is the 3N-dimensional vector of atomic coordinates, and

(2.5)

a,,ppl is the applied

force vector, which we treat as a constant force magnitude and direction that can be
scaled by A. For nomenclature, Equation 2.2 can be recast as,

Ux(7-i,Iappl) = Uo()

+ AUF

(2.6)

where we separate the individual contributions of the internal potential energy Uo and
the forcing energy UF. With this framework, the free energy change as a function of
applied force for a given system can be computed using methods in common use, based
on the multi-dimensional replica exchange method [75] coupled with the weighted histogram analysis method (WHAM) [76, 77]. Incorporation of high-efficiency sampling
algorithms is critical to achieve accuracy, because force application induces substantial conformational rearrangements that may be difficult to sample with traditional
simulation protocols. Briefly stated, we perform simulations with M replicas with
different values of the parameters Am = (0m, Am), which traverse temperature and
applied force space. Here, pairs of replicas adjacent in parameter space are exchanged
according to appropriate Boltzmann criteria. We integrate data from different replicas through the WHAM formalism, as presented in Methods, to arrive at AG(A-Pappl)
in the bound and unbound state separately. The difference between the individual
state free energy changes provides the change in binding free energy as a function of
applied force (see Methods).

To further investigate mechanisms of force-induced binding free energy changes,
we designed potential energy landscapes based on experimental and computational
characterizations of proteins and studied the force regulation of structural and binding
properties. A key advantage of such analytical energy landscapes is that we can independently calculate the free energy change through direct computation of partition
functions, thus investigating the overall behavior and convergence properties of our
method. We created N-dimensional landscapes by adding individual contributions
from each degree of freedom xi,

N

N

i i

UA (7,

As a result, the partition function Q(A,

-app)

appl

7Pappl)

[U(x) - AFii]

(2.7)

is decomposable, and thus computable

for multi-dimensional landscapes. Each energy function Ui is made up of the combination of a base potential and two sinusoids (see Methods). This structure of the
potential energy surface creates many local minima, separated by different energy barrier heights. Due to the rugged nature of the energy landscape and the high number
of degrees of freedom simulated, our theoretical systems provide a valuable framework
to validate and explore our simulation methodology, and also provide an opportunity
to explore force modulated affinity relationships. We created two variants, differing
in the specific shape of the energy landscape along the degree of freedom for force
application, xl (so

PappIt-l

= Fappl x1 here).

For both variants, the double-well

potential along xl creates two main conformational states: state C (xl < 0) and state
S (x1 > 0). The inset of Figure 2-3A shows the x1-component of the total potential
energy UA for A = 0 (no force applied) and A = 1 (maximum force), in the bound
and unbound states. The general shape of the double-well potential, separating the
conformational space into two main basins, and the many local minima resulting from
the perturbing sinusoids are clearly apparent. As force is applied, Equation 2.2 leads

to a tilting in the energy landscape, inducing a global shift in population distribution
between states C and 8. In our design, binding tends to stabilize state C and applied
force tends to stabilize state 8. We present results from replica exchange simulations
in (/, A) space for bound and unbound states of a one-thousand dimensional system.
We examined the force effects on the structural and binding properties through
analysis of conformation ensembles and application of the free energy method. Figure
2-3A shows the fraction p of configurations in compact state C as a function of A for
the bound and unbound states. p is calculated from the theoretical probability and
estimated from the simulations at discrete values of A. In both states, the fraction p
smoothly decreases as force is applied, from [p(A = 0) = 1] to [p(A = 1) = 0]. Whereas
for A = 0, the global energy minimum corresponds to state C, state 8 becomes the
new global energy minimum as force is applied. The fractions computed from the
simulations agree very well with the theoretical evaluation of p(A) over the whole
force range simulated. Fluctuations are larger in the transition region, where states
C and S have equal probabilities. Operationally, accurate calculation of p(A) relies
on frequent hopping between the two conformational states, which are separated by
a large energy barrier (15 kcal/mol). We define the transition force A1 as the force at
which states C and 8 have equal probability (i.e., p(A ) = )" Figure 2-3A shows that
AX = 0.5 for the bound state, whereas AX = 0.25 for the unbound state. (Forces are
reported relative to the maximum force applied.) Hence, the unbound state undergoes
its major conformational transition C - 8 at a lower force than does the bound state.
Figure 2-3B shows the associated change in binding free energy as a function of applied
force. The values computed through the free energy methodology agree very well
with the theoretical values obtained analytically from the partition functions. The
differential response of the bound and unbound states leads to a continuous decrease
in binding affinity for this system, which results from its design. At applied forces
lower than the transition force for the bound state, this phenomenon is very similar

to that described as regime I for Scenario 1 in the previous section. Indeed, most
of the observed loss in binding affinity comes from the existence of distinct global
conformations for the bound and unbound states. For binding to occur, the protein
needs to first distort its structure into a binding-competent conformation, i.e. from
state 8 to C, thus overall losing binding free energy through a deformation penalty.
The analysis of simple systems featured unidimensional freedom with harmonic
potentials evaluated at zero Kelvin. In contrast, here, the complex structure of the potential energy landscape, as well as the use of physiological temperature (300 K), more
realistically probes force-structure relationships in a statistical mechanical framework.
Our designed energy surfaces feature many substates, which are local minima separated by small energy barriers and well spacing, co-existing within each global conformational state (i.e., C or 8). Figure 2-4 presents an analysis of the force effects on the
distribution of local structural ensembles and the associated change in free energy for
the bound and unbound state individually. As shown in Figure 2-4A, the free energy
curves exhibit biphasic behavior, increasing until their respective transition forces,
and decreasing afterwards. Thus, we observe significant free energy changes independently of the global conformational transition. For instance, for the bound state, for
which Al2 = 0.5, we computed a free energy change AG(A = 0.25) = +2.4 kcal/mol,
despite no change in the fraction p. Compensating changes occur in the bound and
unbound states for forces up to A = 0.2, leading to an overall flat dependency of
the binding free energy. However, local conformational changes occur in both states,
at forces well below their respective transition force AX.

Within state C, the en-

semble of accessible configurations is shifted toward more extended states as small
levels of force are applied. Figure 2-4B shows histograms of configurations sampled
by the simulation along the coordinate xz for the bound state with A = 0.25 and
A = 0. Although both ensembles occupy exclusively the compact state (i.e., x 1 < 0),
the inset showing the difference in histogram counts between A = 0.25 and A = 0
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Figure 2-3: Force-induced global conformational change results in binding affinity
decrease for a one-thousand dimensional idealized system. (A) Fraction p of conformations in compact state C, defined as xl < 0. Solid curves: fractions computed
through numerical integration (bound state: blue, unbound state: red); symbols:
simulation estimates, showing average over 3 simulations, with fluctuations (standard deviation), for the bound (green) and unbound (orange) states. Inset: total
potential energy along coordinate xl. Top: bound state, with A = 0 (blue) and A = 1
(green); bottom: unbound state, with A = 0 (red) and A = 1 (orange). (B) Change in
binding free energy as a function of applied force computed by theory (black curve)
and estimated from the free energy simulation method (purple symbols). Error bars
represent the standard error estimated with 5 independent sliding windows of data.

reveals systematic local shifts in the conformational ensemble under applied force.
Positive values indicate configurations that are sampled more frequently upon force
application. Theoretical differences are shown with crosses, and estimates from the
simulation with orange error bars representing fluctuations. This Figure illustrates
a shift towards more extended configurations, which is demonstrated by negative
counts on the left side of the well, and positive ones on the right. (Interestingly, the
free energy converges faster than the conformational distribution function, as there
is imperfect agreement between simulation and theory.) This subtle rearrangement
of the configurational ensemble leads to the significant free energy change observed
in Figure 2-4A. Concerted shift in the accessible conformational ensemble upon force
application is an important factor for protein applications as well, as will be shown
in the next section.
Design and simulations of protein-like energy landscapes serve as a more complex illustrative example to evaluate the free energy methodology and further explore
force-modulation of structure-function relationships. Figure 2-3B demonstrates robust, high-accuracy estimates of the binding free energy change upon force application for systems with one thousand degrees of freedom and rugged energy landscapes.
Comparable convergence properties were obtained for simulations of ten-thousanddimensional energy landscapes with similar features (data not shown). For comparison, simulations of a protein domain with implicit solvation typically contain 10003000 atoms, each with 3 coordinate degrees of freedom. Accuracy of the free energy
profiles simulated here relies on adequate sampling of the phase space accessible to
the system, and in particular of the force-induced conformational rearrangement. Our
implementation makes use of the replica exchange method, which increases sampling
efficiency through coupling with high-temperature simulations. Analysis of our simulation data illustrates that force-modulation of the binding free energy arises from
differential responses of bound and unbound states upon mechanical stimulus. More-
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Figure 2-4: Moderate force application results in local structural ensemble shift for
theoretical system. (A) Free energy change as a function of applied force for bound
and unbound states. Error bars represent the standard error computed over 5 independent sliding windows of data. Color scheme is the same as Figure 2-3A. (B) Histograms of conformations along xl coordinate, for the bound state with A = 0 (blue)
and A = 0.25 (red). Inset: difference in histogram counts, for (A = 0.25) - (A
= 0),

are computed from simulation (orange boxes; length indicates standard deviation),
and theory (green crosses). Positive counts indicate conformations sampled more
frequently upon force application.

over, significant free energy changes in either state can be brought upon by subtle,
yet systematic, shifts in the distribution of conformations at a fine scale, as illustrated
in Figure 2-4.

2.2.3

FAT-paxillin binding interactions

As an atomically realistic application, we applied our free energy simulation methodology to explore force-modulated properties of a binding motif commonly found in
proteins involved in cellular adhesion machinery. FAK and paxillin both act as scaffold proteins in focal adhesions, and the binding interaction between the C-terminal
domain of FAK, referred to as FAT, with paxillin is responsible for FAK localization to focal adhesions. Moreover, its apparent structural features, where a helical
peptide inserts itself into a four-helix bundle, are observed in many other proteinprotein interactions involved in adhesion machinery. As such, FAT-paxillin binding
is a paradigmatic example to study force regulation in a biologically relevant setting.
We performed independent simulations of the FAT-paxillin complex and FAT in
its unbound state, with a variety of force magnitudes applied to FAT. Figure 2-5 shows
the crystal structure of FAT complexed with a peptide from paxillin; the paxillin LD4
peptide binds to the surface of FAT helices 2 and 3. The applied mechanical force was
distributed across the binding interface and the atoms subject to external force are
shown as blue spheres in Figure 2-5. Free energy curves as a function of applied force
were computed for each state through WHAM analysis, and the change in binding free
energy was determined as the difference in the bound and unbound states curves (see
Methods). We analyzed force effects on both structural and energetic characteristics.
All the simulations performed maintained the basic fold of the four-helix bundle,
as well as binding interactions in the bound state. Figure 2-6A shows the root-meansquare deviation (RMSD) with respect to the starting structure for the bound state,
for selected values of applied forces. The RMSD quickly increases as a function of

--

Figure 2-5: Crystal structure of FAT domain (cyan) of FAK binding to the paxillin
peptide (purple) (PDB id: 10W6). The Ca atoms to which mechanical force was
applied are shown as blue spheres. Arrows indicate the direction of the applied force.
time, until it reaches a plateau after about 1 ns for all simulations. The value of
the equilibrium RMSD depends on the applied force, because larger force magnitudes
result in greater conformational change. The trend was similar for all trajectories,
both in the bound and unbound state. We note that the RMSD exhibits fluctuations
around its mean value, rather than systematically growing with time. To assess the
degree of foldedness of the simulations, we examined the proportion of secondary
structure elements. Figure 2-6B shows the fraction of residues in a-helices [78] as
a function of applied force for the bound and unbound state. It is clear that the
secondary structure is conserved upon force application. Figures 2-6C and D show
snapshots after 10 ns of simulation for the bound and unbound states at representative
force magnitudes. The configurations illustrate the overall stability of our simulations,
together with the small force-induced conformational change investigated here.
We then analyzed the force effects on the free energy profiles of the bound and
unbound states. Figure 2-7A shows the free energy of the bound state as a function of
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Figure 2-6: Features of FAT-paxillin pulling simulations. (A) RMSD with respect to
energy-minimized crystal structure is shown for the FAT-paxillin bound complex as a
function of time. The RMSD was computed over backbone atoms of the 4 helices (i.e.,
excluding loops). Individual curves represent independent constant force simulations
performed with AFappl = 10 pN (blue), 2,500 pN (cyan), 5,000 pN (green), 7,500 pN
(orange) and 10,000 pN (red). Due to the nature of replica-exchange simulations,
curves shown correspond to running averages over 100 frames, for clarity. (B) Fraction
of residues in a-helices [78] as a function of applied force. Bound (blue) and unbound
(red) states curve are shown with averages and fluctuations (standard deviation).
The standard error is less than 0.4%. (C-D) Snapshots after 10 ns of simulation are
shown for selected force magnitudes for bound (C) and unbound (D) states.

applied force. Data were computed over 5 ns of production simulation, and error bars
(twice the standard error) were estimated from 5 independent sliding windows of 1 ns
data collection. The total change, for Fappi = 10, 000 pN, is computed to be -2, 022±
3.4 kcal/mol. Figure 2-7B shows the corresponding binding free energy change. The
relative error bars are quite small, given the large magnitude of the actual free energy
change for each state individually. Overall, the simulations suggest force-induced
strengthening of FAT-paxillin interactions. There is an initial rapid drop in AAGbind
as a function of applied force until AFappi = 1, 000 pN, followed by a plateau around
AAGbind = -9 kcal/mol until AF,,pp = 3, 000 pN. AAGbind then decreases smoothly,

to reach a broad plateau around AAGbind = -16 kcal/mol, for forces between 5,000
and 10, 000 pN.

The error bars for AAGbind were less than 3.5 kcal/mol across

the applied force range. We note that the force magnitude applied here is perhaps
artificially large, due to a restraining potential added to the simulations, necessary
for structural stability in the absence of applied force (see Methods). However, we
expect the general trends observed to be robust.
To gain insight into the structural features giving rise to the observed binding
free energy change, we performed a detailed analysis of force-induced conformational
changes. In particular, we focused on state-specific features and investigated how
they contribute to the binding energetics. First, we monitored the average distance
between the centers of mass of helices 2 and 3. For both states, we observed a smooth
increase in the mean distance with force application. For instance, in the bound state
the mean distance is 11.1 ± 0.21 A with AFappi = 500 pN, and 17.3 ± 0.31 A with
AF,,pp = 10, 000 pN. Figure 2-8A shows an overlay of representative snapshots of
the unbound state at selected applied forces. Helices 2 and 3 are pulled apart from
each other in a continuous fashion as increasing force is applied. Figure 2-8B shows
the distributions of the distance between the centers-of-mass of helices 2 and 3 in the
bound state, with warmer colors representing increased force magnitude. Figure 2-
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Figure 2-7: Free energy profiles as a function of applied force, for FAT-paxillin simulations. (A) Bound state, (B) binding free energy change. Results are reported in
kcal/mol. The average value is computed over 5 ns of data. Error bars represent the
standard error estimated with 5 independent sliding windows of 1 ns of data.

8C shows the same analysis for the unbound state simulations. We note that here,
unlike in our previous simulations of idealized systems, both states undergo a smooth
and comparable force-dependent distortion. Figure 2-8D shows the difference in the
histogram counts between the bound and unbound states. For a given applied force,
positive counts indicate conformations sampled more frequently in the bound state.
Despite a global trend that is similar in the distributions, we observe a systematic
shift of the bound state ensemble toward more extended conformations. This trend
diminishes as the force magnitude is increased, with the distributions overlapping
almost perfectly when AFappl = 10, 000 pN.

As described in Figure 2-4, even a

subtle, yet systematic shift in ensemble distributions can contribute significantly to
free energy changes. Hence, the somewhat more extended distribution of the bound
state could participate in the observed force-induced strengthening of binding.
As the helices are pried further apart, the hydrophobic core of the four-helix
bundle becomes exposed in the unbound state. In the bound state, despite similar
increase in helix 2-helix 3 distance, the bound peptide covers those residues, preventing their exposure. Figures 2-9A and B show representative structures of the bound
state with AFappl = 10 pN and 10,000 pN, colored by residue type. Figures 2-9C
and D show the same analysis for the unbound state. In Figure 2-9D, appearance of
hydrophobic (white) residues, which were initially buried at low applied force (Figure
2-9C), indicates the exposure of hydrophobic atoms in the unbound state. In contrast, despite conformational rearrangements, the same residues remain covered by
the paxillin peptide in the bound state. To quantify this phenomenon, we computed
the solvent-exposed surface area (SASA) over the hydrophobic residues making up
the core of the helix-bundle structure (defined as residues with average SASA less
than 1.5

A2

in the crystal structure).

Figure

2-9E shows the SASA over these

residues as a function of applied force, for the bound and unbound states. In the
i
unbound state, the SASA shows a statistically significant increase, from 300+111
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Figure 2-8: Force-induced increase in average helix 2-helix 3 distance. (A) Representative FAT structures from unbound simulations at various forces applied:
AFappl = 10 pN (blue), 2,500 pN (cyan), 6,250 pN (yellow) and 10,000 pN (red).
Snapshots were selected for which helix 2-helix 3 distance corresponds to the average
distance at each applied force. (B-D) Histogram analysis of distance between centers
of mass of helices 2 and 3. Histograms (distance in A) for bound (B) and unbound
(C) states. (D) Difference in histogram counts (bnd) - (unb). For each force applied,
positive values indicate conformations sampled more frequently in the bound state
simulation.

for AFappi = 500 pN to 646 ± 84

A2

for AFappl = 10, 000 pN. In contrast in the

bound state, the SASA remains constant over the force range applied, varying between 254 ± 56 A2 for AFappl = 500 pN and 321 ± 64
standard error is less than 5.1

A2 in

A2 for

AFappi = 10, 000 pN. The

all cases.

Increased helix 2-helix 3 distance also allows the paxillin peptide to interact more
closely with FAT in the bound state. Figure 2-10 shows characterization of peptide
embedding through various metrics. Figures 2-10A and B show representative structures of the bound complex when AFappi = 10 pN and AFappi = 10, 000 pN, with a top
view to highlight the binding interface. Note an increased distance between helices 2
and 3 making up the binding interface, as discussed previously, together with closer
interactions between peptide and protein core. Figure 2-10C shows quantification
of peptide embedding through analysis of the distance between the paxillin peptide
and the more distant helices 1 and 4. We observe a smooth decrease in the average
distance between the peptide and both of these helices. In particular, peptide-helix 1
distance decreases from 19.1 ± 0.33 A for

Fapp, = 500 pN to 15.5 ± 0.97

A for

AFappi = 10, 000 pN. The standard error was less than 0.45 A. We define the binding
interface area as minus the difference between the complex SASA, and the SASA
of each binding partner in the same conformation, but in an unbound state. Figure 2-10D shows an increase in the binding interface area as a function of applied
force. Specifically, the binding interface area is 1, 278 ± 44 A2 for simulations run
with AFappi = 500 pN, and 1, 636 ± 79 A2 with AFappi

=

10, 000 pN. The standard

error was less than 4 A2 .
Finally, we analyzed the contribution of polar interactions on force-modulated
binding affinity. We monitored the distances of all possible hydrogen-bonding interactions between protein and peptide polar atoms. We selected a distance cutoff of
2.5

A between

polar oxygen and hydrogen atoms to define a contact as present. We

then computed, for each polar residue on FAT making interactions with paxillin pep-
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Figure 2-9: Applied force induces exposure of hydrophobic core residues in the unbound state only. (A-D) Characteristic structures, colored by residue types, are shown
with one sphere per side chain. Hydrophobic residues are shown in white, polar in
green, positively charged in blue and negatively charged in red. The paxillin peptide in
shown in pink for the bound state structures. Bound (A-B) and unbound (C-D) states
are shown with applied forces AFappl = 10 pN (A and C) and AFappl = 10, 000 pN (B

and D). Snapshots for which the SASA over hydrophobic core is close to the average
at each applied force were selected for illustration. Exposure of the hydrophobic core
in the unbound state is apparent through revealing white-colored residues. (E) SASA
computed over hydrophobic residues making up the core of the four-helix bundle is
plotted as a function of applied force. Bound (blue) and unbound (red) state curves
are shown with average and fluctuations (standard deviation) for each applied force.
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The standard error is less than 5.1 A in all the simulations.
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Figure 2-10: Force increases peptide embedding in FAT-paxillin bound state. (AB) Representative structures of FAT-paxillin binding interface for simulations with
AFappl = 10 pN (A) and AFappi = 10000 pN (B). FAT is shown in cartoon representa-

tion, with helices 1 (blue), 2 (green), 3 (orange) and 4 (red) individually colored. Paxillin peptide is shown in pink, with one sphere per side chain to highlight the binding
surface. (C) Center-of-mass distances as a function of applied force for paxillin-helix
1 (blue) and paxillin-helix4 (red) are shown with average and fluctuations (standard
deviation). The standard error is less than 0.45 A. (D) Binding interface area as a
function of applied force. Average is shown with fluctuations; the standard error is

less than 4 A2

tide, the fraction of time this residue was involved in polar contacts. Figure 2-11A
shows the contact fraction as a function of applied force for the four polar residues at
the FAT-paxillin binding interface. Residues Lys 955 and Arg 962 both exhibit a high
fraction of polar contact over the whole force range. Interestingly, structural rearrangements lead to a shift in the specific residues that these protein residues interact
with, despite roughly constant contact number. In particular for Arg 962, contacts
are made predominantly with the paxillin atoms 061 and 062 from residue 6 and the
backbone oxygen atom from residue 2 at low forces, with fractions of 90.3 ± 1.9%,
88.4 + 0.3%, and 100%, respectively, at AFappi = 10 pN. Upon force application of
AFapp, = 10, 000 pN, the contribution of oxygen 6 062 decreases to 44.6 ± 6.8%, correlated with an increased fraction of contacts with oxygen 2 0,i, from 28.5 ± 3.9%
at AFpp, = 10 pN to 68.3 ± 10.3% at AF,,pp = 10, 000 pN. In contrast, residues
Asn 991 and Lys 1002 are initially very far from any polar group on the peptide, with
respective minimum distances to peptide polar atoms of 8.3 A and 5.16 A, thereby
preventing them from making polar contacts with the peptide. Upon force application, increased peptide embedding enables those residues to become closer to the
peptide, allowing the formation of binding interactions. As shown in Figure 2-11A,
the fraction of contacts for Asn 991 increases from 6.7 + 0.8% to 59.5 ± 12% as force
magnitude increases from AFappl = 10 pN to AFappl = 10, 000 pN, whereas that for
Lys 1002 grows from 17.6 ± 6.5% to 47.7 ± 10.6%. Figures 2-11B and C illustrate the
conformational change in the position of these residues and interacting side chains on
the paxillin peptide between the crystal structure and a representative snapshot at
AFapp, = 10, 000 pN. Hence, our simulations suggest that polar interactions involving
FAT residues 991 and 1002 are specifically force-activated. To further evaluate the
contribution of these residues to the observed force-induced strengthening in binding
affinity, we performed additional simulations for a mutant FAT. We computationally
mutated residues 991 and 1002 to alanine to abolish their capacity to establish polar

interactions. Simulations were carried out for both bound and unbound states for
the mutant FAT, with the same force application procedure as our wild-type calculations. Figure 2-11D shows the resulting binding free energy profile, overlaid with
the wild-type curve (identical to Figure 2-7B), for comparison. Overall, the mutant
profile shows the same features as wild type, except that the actual magnitude of the
binding free energy change is smaller. Our simulations suggest that, for the doublemutant FAT, force still induces binding strengthening; however, this effect is less
pronounced than for the wild-type system. Specifically, the total binding free energy
change when AFappl = 10, 000 pN is -7.93 ± 2.1 kcal/mol for the mutant, whereas it
is -15.3 ± 1.7 kcal/mol for the wild type. Uncertainties correspond to the standard
error estimated from 5 independent sliding windows of 1 ns of data.
Pulling simulations on a prototypical protein system allowed us to investigate how
force application can affect structure-function relationship in a biologically relevant
context. The calculations suggest that, upon mechanical distortion of helices 2 and
3, FAT-paxillin binding affinity increases. The protein simulations illustrate several
general mechanisms responsible for this force-modulated binding affinity change. In
particular, exposure of hydrophobic core in the unbound state destabilized the unbound state with respect to the bound, thus resulting in a binding enhancement.
Force-induced activation, or inhibition, of specific polar interactions can also contribute to force-dependent binding free energy profile.

In particular, our mutant

simulations support the role of two polar FAT residues, Asn 991 and Lys 1002, on
force regulation of binding affinity, together with other mutant-independent effects.
Such a mutant analysis is particularly valuable, since it allows formulation of specific hypotheses that could be more easily tested experimentally, for instance with
single-molecule setups such as optical tweezer experiments [10].
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Figure 2-11: Force induces activation of specific polar contacts in the FAT-paxillin
complex. (A) Fraction of simulation time polar contacts are made between individual
protein residues and the paxillin peptide is shown with fluctuations (standard deviation). FAT residues Lys 955 (green), Arg 962 (black), Asn 991 (blue), and Lys 1002
(red) are shown. (B-C) Binding interface of the FAT-paxillin complex is shown with
FAT residues Asn 991 (blue) and Lys 1002 (red) and paxillin polar residues Glu 4 and
Ser 11. (B) Crystal structure, (C) representative snapshot with AFappl = 10, 000 pN,
for which both Asn 991 and Lys 1002 are engaged in polar contacts with the paxillin
peptide. (D) Binding free energy change as a function of applied force is computed
for wild-type (purple) and double-mutant (orange) FAT. Double-mutant has residues
Asn 991 and Lys 1002 both mutated to alanines. Results are reported in kcal/mol.
The average value is computed over 5 ns of data. Error bars represent the standard
error estimated with 5 independent sliding windows of 1 ns of data.

2.3

Conclusion

We presented an integrated approach to study effects of moderate mechanical force
on protein structure and associated binding properties. The levels of applied force
were sufficient to induce conformational distortion without complete unfolding, and
the statistical mechanical treatment included computational estimation of the thermodynamic stability of the complex as a function of applied force. Our objectives
were two-fold: to gain insight into general force-modulation principles, and to illustrate the application of free energy methodology to computationally investigate
force-regulated binding affinity. Binding affinity is a balance between bound and unbound state free energy. Here, we showed, in various contexts, that force-modulated
changes in binding affinity can arise through limited conformational rearrangements
of protein structure with differential energetic consequences in the bound and unbound state. Simple mechanical systems illustrated the fact that binding affinity can
be modified by force application in cases when no conformational change occurs in one
state. Moreover, force effects on protein energetic properties are highly system dependent, both in terms of the general force-affinity profile and the structural mechanisms
involved, whether through a subtle conformational rearrangement or partial unfolding. Through design and simulations of idealized theoretical systems with protein-like
features, we demonstrated robust convergence of the free energy protocol in energy
landscapes of complexity comparable to that of protein applications. We also showed
that subtle redistribution of conformational ensembles within major conformational
states can lead to a significant free energy change for individual systems. In FATpaxillin protein simulations, the bound-state distributions of helix 2-helix 3 distances
are skewed to the right of those for the unbound state; we propose that this effect
contributes to a certain extent to the observed strengthening in binding affinity.
Several modular proteins, such as the extracellular protein fibronectin, have been
hypothesized to partially unfold upon force application, thereby revealing cryptic

binding sites [6,69]. Here, we focused on more limited conformational change, which
could be a general mechanosensing scheme [63, 65, 66, 73]. Our protein simulations
suggest force-induced strengthening of FAT-paxillin interactions; this could be a contributing factor to the experimentally observed force-stimulated assembly of focal
adhesions [44]. Simulations show diminished effect in a double-mutant of FAT that
inhibits specific force-activated polar contacts.

Finally, we anticipate force direc-

tion to be an important factor for the force sensing and integration machinery. As
such, different pulling directions could result in different associated conformational
changes, triggering alternative responses in affinity and related biochemical signaling.
Higher-order signal integration could be achieved if a given protein were subjected
to simultaneous mechanical stimuli, leading to either cooperative or anti-cooperative
effects in downstream signaling. Molecular mechanisms of mechanotransduction are
just beginning to be investigated, and we expect molecular dynamics simulations to
make valuable contributions to gaining detailed understanding of the phenomena involved. The free energy methodology is easily applicable to other biologically relevant
systems, and expands the modeling toolset for projects focusing on understanding
force-regulated structure-function relationships.

2.4
2.4.1

Computational methods
Simple mechanical models

We designed three block-and-spring models of protein-ligand complexes that capture
distinct force-transducing properties. Each binding partner has one degree of freedom: the protein translates in the x direction and the ligand in the y direction,
each under the influence of a harmonic spring. The potential energy depends on the

conformational variable x and on the force F applied to the protein block as follows:

U(x, F) =ki2 x2

k22 h (X)-

F-x

(2.8)

where hi(x) describes the specific geometry of the system considered. This quantity
is model-dependent, and also distinguishes the bound state, for which protein and
ligand are allowed to complement each other, from the unbound state.
For all the systems considered, the unbound state is described with: hunb(x) =
ho + H, i.e. the ligand is prevented from binding with the protein block, as shown in
Figure 2-1B. We now present the specific shapes of the bound state for three distinct
systems.
Scenario 1.

The first system represents a protein with only one stable conforma-

tional state that is binding-competent at rest. It is made up of a single notch into
which the ligand shape is able to fit in the absence of applied force, as shown in
Figure 2-1A:

h,+ x tana if x <
hi(x) =

-

h, + H

H
tana

(2.9)

otherwise

Using Equation 2.9 in 2.8, we compute the position of the global minimum in potential
energy Xbnd(F). The corresponding potential energy Ubnd(Xbnd(F)) = U(Xbnd(F), F)
is plotted in Figure 2-2A.

Scenario 2.

The second system represents a protein that partially unfolds and

reveals a cryptic binding site upon force application. It is also composed of a single
notch, albeit displaced from the resting configuration of the protein block, as shown

in Figure 2-1C:

h2(X) =

Scenario 3.

h, + Ix - dl tan a

if Ix - d <

ho + H

otherwise

H

(2.10)

- tana

The last system captures the behavior of an allosteric protein, for

which the allosteric transition is activated in the presence of a force. It is made up of
two separate notches, each one corresponding to one main conformational state, as
shown in Figure 2-1D:

h, + jx tan a if |x| <
h3(x)=

Binding energy.

H

x - dl tana

if Ix - dl

h, + H

otherwise

(state C)
H+o

(state S)

(2.11)

For each applied force, we independently compute the position of

the global minimum in potential energy for the bound Xbnd(F) and unbound Zunb(F)
states. The binding energy AUbind(F) is computed through Equation 2.1 and plotted
in Figures 2-2B, D and F for each scenario.

2.4.2

Free energy calculations

The multidimensional replica-exchange method [75] was adapted for the case where
an applied force is the perturbing factor driving the free energy change; we briefly
present here the relevant equations. In this framework, the modified potential energy
upon force application is given by Equation 2.6. The replica-exchange simulation
is performed for M replicas with different values of the parameters Am = ( 3 m, Am),
which traverse temperature and force space.

Here !m

=

1

'

where kB is the

Boltzmann constant, and Tm the absolute temperature of replica m. Discrete values
of A between 0 and 1 effectively correspond to values of applied force between 0 and
a target value of magnitude

P•appl

.

We arrange the replicas so that there is a one-

to-one correspondence between replicas and parameter set: the label i (i = 1...M) for
replicas is a permutation of the label m (m = 1...M) for parameter values. We define a
conformation :ý in the generalized ensemble as the collection of configurations

{

I}

for all the replicas. With this notation, the configuration of replica m at a specified
time is -[i].

With a user-defined frequency, we attempt an exchange of a pair of

replicas in the generalized ensemble. Suppose we exchange replicas i and j which are
at parameter values Am = (=m,Am) and A, = (P, An), respectively,
,

{...,I=T , ..., 7I

X = {..., X , ...,-

...}

1,

...}

(2.12)

In order for this exchange process to converge toward the equilibrium distribution,
it is sufficient to obey the detailed balance condition on the transition probability

X-. /)>=

w(O

1

for

A < 0

(2.13)

exp(-A), for A > 0
where

/=

m [g)m- ([-I)

-

lA

(

-[i])]-n

[UAn, (--[i1)-

gU

([i]1)]

(2.14)

In this framework, Equation 2.14 simplifies to

A

(=m-O-n)[U
0 (U[i])-

U0 ( 7 [i)] -(Amnm-An/n)

[Pappi

(-7 [l

- *[i)] (2.15)

To maximize exchange acceptance ratios, replica swapping is attempted only for adjacent parameter values, either in temperature or in force space. Simulation details
are given for each system considered in the following sections.
We analyze data using the general framework of the weighted histogram analysis method (WHAM) [76, 77]. From the simulation, M potential-energy histograms

Nm(Uo, UF) are obtained, where the data are binned according to their internal Uo
and forcing UF energies. The free-energy difference as a function of applied force,
AG1 = GA=l - GA=o, at temperature factor 0 is calculated from:

Z=ex)l

EUo,UF Pp,A=(Uo, UF)

Ze,A=o

EUO,Uv P,A =o(Uo, UF)

(2.16)

where Pp,A(Uo, UF) are obtained from the WHAM equations,

Pe3,(UO,UF)=

••Z

'EmM=g1

gmn lmNefm
m(UOUF)
- m u x e-A(2U17
,

(2.17)

e-fm = EUo,UF POm,Am (UO UF)

where nm is the number of analyzed samples obtained for the m-th parameter set Am.
Here, we assume that the parameters gm = 1 +

2

,m, where Tm isthe integrated auto-

correlation time, are equal for all replicas. We solve for the unnormalized probability
distribution Pom,Am (Uo, UF) and the dimensionless free energies
by iteration [76, 77].

{f m } self-consistently

Analysis was carried out using a locally implemented C++

package and MATLAB software (The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA).
To quantify force-dependent binding properties, independent simulations were carried out for the bound (bnd) and unbound (unb) states. The free energy change as a
function of applied force was estimated for each system using Equations 2.16 and 2.17.
The binding free energy change as a function of applied force was then computed as

AAGbind(Fappl) = AGbnd(Fappl)

-

AGunb(Fappl)

(2.18)

Results are reported as binding free energy change with respect to the zero-force

value.

2.4.3

Idealized theoretical energy landscapes

We designed idealized potential energy landscapes with protein-like features to validate our free energy method and gain further insight into common force-regulation
properties. Previous experimental characterizations and computational studies have
led to the observation that protein energy landscapes are complex, with a hierarchical organization of structural states, from taxonomic, to statistical to few-level
substates [79]. Protein energy landscapes thus feature a few broad basins in potential
energy, separated by large energy barriers (taxonomic states). Each such state is further divided into many statistical substates, separated by smaller energy barriers, and
the division continues in a fractal nature with well distance and energy barrier height
decreasing as one walks down the tree structure. We incorporated data from experiments [80], providing estimates of energy barrier heights, and simulations [81,82],
providing information about well-to-well distances, to create potential energy surfaces
of the form:

Uo (~) =

where -. = (x 1 , x 2 , ... ,

Bi(xi) + al sin (2rxi + a2 sin

(2.19)

N) is the N-dimensional vector of coordinates for the degrees

of freedom of the system, and (ak, Tk) (k = {1, 2}) the amplitudes and periods of
sinusoids that describe two levels of conformational substates on the energy landscape. The set of functions Bi captures the taxonomic conformational substates of
the system; for each degree of freedom i, Bi takes the form:

Bi(x)

a4

kx 2

2

if i
otherwise

(2.20)

where a, f, yand k are system-dependent parameters and n, is the number of dimensions bearing a double-well potential. Thus, the total number of taxonomic states for

a given system is 2n -. Multi-dimensional replica-exchange simulations were performed
using Monte-Carlo moves [83] to update coordinates, with a locally developed C++
software. The simulations presented here correspond to one-thousand-dimensional
energy landscapes, with n, = 2; free energy estimates were averaged over 5 independent sliding windows, analyzed after an initial equilibration period. Parameters were
as follows: al = 3, T1 = 0.3, a 2 = 0.36, T2 = 0.1, k = 2, a = 0.002, P = 0.36. -ywas
set to 0.5 for the bound state, and to 0.25 for the unbound state.

2.4.4

Protein simulations

The 2.35

A crystal

structure of the focal adhesion targeting (FAT) domain of focal

adhesion kinase bound to paxillin LD motif [84] was obtained from the Protein Data
Bank [85] (PDB id 10W6). The starting structure for the bound state was taken from
chains C and F, and for the unbound state from chain B, which is unliganded in the
crystal structure. All crystallographic water molecules and ions were removed. Titration states and asparagine, glutamine, and histidine crystallographic uncertainties
were resolved based on optimization of hydrogen-bonding in the side-chain local environments. All MD simulations were carried out using the CHARMM program [86]
with the CHARMM 19 parameter set [15, 87] with the Effective Energy Function
EEF1 solvent model [25], SHAKE algorithm for the bonds involving hydrogen atoms,
and a 2-fs time step. Langevin dynamics with a friction coefficient of 50 ps - 1 was used
to control temperature. Trial simulations without restraints were unstable, leading to
partial unfolding of the four-helix bundle core. Thus, a harmonic flat-bottom NOE
restraint potential [88] was used to penalize stretching beyond the crystal structure
value, for two types of contacts. The force constants were set to 5 kcal/(mol - A2)
for helix hydrogen bonds, and 1 kcal/(mol - A2 ) for Ca-Ca distances, for which restraints were applied between each atom of the protein core and its nearest neighbor
in an adjacent helix. The restraint strength was optimized to minimize disruption to

the force-induced conformational change, while maintaining protein structure in the
absence of force application.
The replica exchange simulations were carried out using the Multiscale Modeling
Tools in Structural Biology (MMTSB) tool set (available from http: //mmtsb. scripps. edu)
[89] and CHARMM. For each system (bound and unbound states), the crystal structure was subjected to rounds of constrained minimization to alleviate any initial
clashes. We used 32 replicas exponentially spaced between 300 and 700 K; a replica
exchange was attempted every 1 ps of MD simulation, resulting in an overall exchange
ratio between 0.3 and 0.4. Each replica started from a conformation obtained after a
50 ps heating trajectory from 100 K to the target temperature of the replica.
Mechanical force was applied to 23 Ca atoms each of helices 2 (residues 950 to 972)
and 3 (residues 980 to 1002), in opposing directions, to produce force-induced opening of the binding site, as shown in Figure 2-5. Independent 10-ns replica-exchange
simulations with temperature-exchange only were carried out at 10 fixed values of
applied force, ranging from 10 to 10,000 pN. The first 5 ns of simulations were designated as equilibration, and the subsequent 5 ns were kept for data collection. Results
were combined using the WHAM methodology described previously. The average
free energy change is estimated over the entire 5 ns of data collection. Standard error
is computed over 5 independent windows of 1 ns of data each. Additional analysis
with incorporation of data gathered from simulations with 2 additional applied force
magnitudes showed proper convergence of the computed quantities (data not shown).
Figures illustrating protein structures were generated with the programs VMD [90]
and Raster3D [91].

Chapter 3
Computational design of affinity
maturation for improved
pretargeted radioimmunotherapy
Abstract
Pretargeted radioimmunotherapy decouples the pharmacokinetics of targeting and
therapy by utilizing a bispecific antibody with molecular recognition sites for both
a cancer antigen and a radioactive compound chelated by a small molecule hapten.
Despite great potential for tumor treatment, effective application of this strategy
has been limited by weak antibody-hapten binding. Y-DOTA radiometal complex
exhibits desirable properties for use in pretargeted radioimmunotherapy. Here we carried out computational protein design to identify individual mutations predicted to
improve the binding affinity of monoclonal antibody 2D12.5 to its ligand, Y-DOTA.
Our calculations suggest several mutation opportunities for affinity maturation, distributed across the entire binding interface. Computational predictions will be tested
experimentally to assess binding affinity improvement.

OAll of the experimental protein engineering and characterization referred to in this collaborative
work were performed by Kelly Davis and K. Dane Wittrup.

3.1

Introduction

Cancer is the leading cause of death in the United States for people younger than
85, with over 500,000 deaths per year. However, developing targeted, effective cancer
therapies remains a challenge due to side effects and immune reactions. One possible
therapeutic strategy uses monoclonal antibodies. Antibodies are proteins made by
the immune system to specifically bind to individual target molecules, called antigens,
from foreign pathogens. Monoclonal antibodies are multiple copies of identical proteins, as opposed to polyclonal antibodies, which consist of multiple proteins binding
to a given target through different mechanisms. Antibodies can be engineered for
specificity to surface receptors on cancer cells; they can then be introduced as a
therapeutic agent either "naked" (i.e., unbound) or conjugated to drugs, toxins or
radioactive metal atoms. In 1997, the first monoclonal antibody was approved by the
FDA for use in cancer therapy, and thereafter eight more antibodies have been approved for the treatment of this disease [92]. Naked antibodies can target cancer cells
for recognition and destruction by the immune system. As such, their tumor toxicity
lies primarily in the intrisic ability of antibodies to trigger an immune response. By
specifically binding to cancer surface receptors, they can additionally block their interactions with growth factors and signaling molecules, thereby reducing proliferation
and metastasis.
Conjugated antibodies deliver toxic substances specifically to tumor cells, while
minimizing toxicity to normal cells.

Antibodies conjugated to radioactive metal

atoms, or radionuclides, are used clinically for the treatment of non-Hodgkin's lymphoma [93]. Current radioimmunotherapy has shown great potential, but has been
limited by toxicity. Because of low diffusivity into the tissues, antibodies have long
half-lives in the blood, resulting in non-specific radiation of normal tissues. An alternative strategy, referred to as pretargeted radioimmunotherapy (PRIT), consists
of separately administering the antibody and a chelated radionuclide. Hence, this
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Figure 3-1: Illustrative schematic of pretargeted radioimmunotherapy. In a first stage,
the bispecific antibody is administered and allowed to bind specifially to the tumor
surface receptors. Subsequently, the radiometal-hapten complex is administered;
tight binding allows hapten capture by the antibody, thereby targetting radiation
to the tumor site.
approach decouples the pharmacokinetics of antibody targeting and radionuclide delivery, and has been shown to increase efficacy and decrease toxicity in both preclinical [94-97] and clinical models [98-100]. A key aspect of this technology is the use
of a bispecific antibody with molecular recognition sites for both the cancer antigen
and a chelated radionuclide, as shown in Figure 3-1. The antibody is administered
first, and sufficient time is allowed for the antibody to specifically accumulate at the
cancer site and clear from the blood stream and normal tissues. In the second step,
the chelated radionuclide is administered and is captured only by the tumor-localized
antibody. One of the main challenges in PRIT technology is efficient radionuclide
capture, which requires tight binding between the antibody and the small molecule
carrying the radionuclide. A hapten is a small molecule that is not recognized by the
immune system, unless attached to a large carrier protein. The second pretargeting
molecule that carries the radionuclide will be called a hapten.
For human clinical application, radiometal haptens require a number of characteristics. Diffusion must be rapid so that the radiometal can reach the targeted cancerous cells before excretion from the body. The plasma half-life must be short and

specific tissue accumulation minimal to reduce nonspecific radiation of healthy tissues. The radiometal-hapten complex must not be metabolized or transformed such
that its affinity for the bispecific antibody is altered. Finally, there must be minimal inherent toxicity of the compound. Therefore, focusing on a molecule for which
prior clinical investigation demonstrated those characteristics is valuable. DTPA (diethylenetriaminepentaacetate) and DOTA (tetraazacyclododecane-tetraacetic acid)
are the two metal chelating agents most commonly used in radioimmunotherapy applications. Gadolinium DOTA (Gd-DOTA) has extensive clinical history as an NMR
contrast agent and exhibits the desired pharmacokinetic properties in both rats and
humans [101-103]. DOTA can chelate a variety of lanthanide metals with comparable
and very tight affinity. An antibody binding to a DOTA analog specific for yttrium
(Y) complexes has been made and characterized [104], and the crystal structure of
the bound complex is available [105]. Among the metallic radionuclides for radioimmunotherapy,

90Y

is especially attractive due to its availability, pure high energy

3-emission and the high dose yield per pmol [106]. Moreover, a model developed in
the Wittrup lab was recently used to determine the therapeutic window for pretargeting with

90Y

[107]. Therefore, Y-DOTA exhibits promising properties for use as a

radiometal hapten in pretargeted radioimmunotherapy.
One of the remaining challenges, however, is to re-engineer the existing monoclonal
antibody for increased binding affinity to Y-DOTA. A single-chain variable fragment
(scFv) molecule with picomolar affinity for the carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA), a
protein used as a marker for certain types of cancer, has already been engineered in
the Wittrup lab [108]. The two antibodies could then be synthesized into a bispecific
molecule for use in PRIT. As mentioned above, radionuclide capture through highaffinity interaction is one of the key steps of PRIT still hindering application of this
technology to cancer treatment.

Recently, experimental efforts have been carried

out in the Wittrup lab at MIT to improve antibody affinity. Starting with a library

composed of variations of an initial protein, directed evolution methods can select the
proteins containing a desired function, for instance binding to a specific compound.
Subsequently, mutagenesis is performed to mutate the selected proteins, and a second
selection is conducted. This cyclic process is iterated, with increasingly stringent
selection constraints until a protein with the desired properties is isolated. There
are many different display technologies that can be used with directed evolution
[11]. In particular, yeast surface display, which was developed in the Wittrup lab,
enables linking genotype with phenotype during directed evolution [109].

It also

provides efficient folding of proteins and can be used with fluorescence-activated cell
sorting (FACS), a quantitative method of screening and sorting cells based on their
fluorescence levels.

When screening for improved ligand binding, cells displaying

individual variants of the protein of interest on their surface are incubated with the
ligand; conjugation of the ligand with a fluorescent dye enables fluorescence level to
be correlated with the binding affinity of the protein expressed by that clone [110].
Detailed protocols have been developed for protein engineering utilizing yeast display
[111], which was used in this project. A library of scFvs was created to increase
the affinity of the existing monoclonal antibody, referred to as 2D12.5 antibody, to
Y-DOTA. After several rounds of directed evolution, random mutagenesis through
error-prone PCR [112], and selection, the observed improvement in binding affinity
was still modest.
In contrast with random mutagenesis, computational protein design methods allow for the rational selection of mutations to improve binding affinity. Computational
design relies critically on accurate energetic evaluation and thorough conformational
search. In many cases, the design of improved antigen-binding affinity has shown
limited success [113-116]. Challenges for protein-protein affinity design include conformational rearrangement upon binding, interfacial trapped water molecules, and
accurate modeling of the trade-off of protein-solvent and protein-protein interactions

between the unbound and the bound states. Recently however, Lippow et al. [117]
developed a new approach to computationally design protein-protein interactions for
improved binding affinity. The method was applied to several antibody systems and
tested experimentally. Overall, the authors achieved significant improvements for
both model and therapeutic antibodies, demonstrating the robustness and general
applicability of this computational design protocol.
The computational design procedure developed in-house by Lippow et al. was
used to identify mutations predicted to improve 2D12.5 antibody binding affinity
for Y-DOTA. Our design positions span all the complementary determining region
residues in 2D12.5, together with additional positions that were either within a distance cutoff of the ligand, or found to be experimentally mutated during the directed
evolution experimental maturation. Selected single mutations and cooperative double
mutations predicted to improve binding affinity will be experimentally characterized
in the Wittrup lab using site directed mutagenesis.

3.2

Results and Discussion

We attempted to redesign the antibody 2D12.5 for improved binding to its antigen,
Y-DOTA. The effect of single mutation at 77 design positions was calculated using
a two-stage hierarchical procedure, as described in Methods. As shown in Figure 32, the design positions included all of 57 non-proline complementary determining
region (CDR) positions, and 20 additional positions belonging to the framework regions. These positions correspond to residues close to the Y-DOTA ligand, or residues
found to be mutated in the directed evolution experiments. In the context of the complete design procedure and full energy function for side-chain conformational search,
we used only the electrostatic term of the computed binding free energy to predict
improvements in affinity, because it was shown to provide better correlation with
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Figure 3-2: 2D12.5 design positions. Protein backbone is depicted by ribbons (ice
blue: antibody heavy chain; cyan: antibody light chain). Y-DOTA is shown with van
der Waals representation, in atom colors. (A) The 2D12.5 wild-type side chains at the
CDR positions are color coded. (B) Additional design positions from the framework
regions: positions nearby Y-DOTA ligand (at least one side-chain atom within 11 A)
are shown in red, and experimental design positions are shown in pink. All figures
illustrating protein structures were generated with the programs Visual Molecular
Dynamics (VMD) [90] and Raster3D [91].
experimentally measured binding affinity [117].
Overall, our predictions for binding affinity improvement include 11 single mutations across 9 design positions. Individual mutations predicted to enhance binding
affinity fell into three main categories. Improvements can result from modification
of the net balance of binding interactions of residues forming intermolecular contacts
at the binding interface in two distinct ways. (1) The removal of unsatisfied existing
interactions, for instance by eliminating an unsatisfied buried polar group, and (2)
the introduction of a residue forming new favorable interactions constitute two means
of improving affinity. A third mode of action, as described by Joughin et al. [118], is
through noncontacting residues that can make substantial contributions to binding
affinity, usually through changes in net charge. Table 3.1 displays the predicted ener-

Table 3.1: Predicted 2D12.5 single mutation binding affinities. We classified predictions based on their mode of action, i.e. contacting residues removing unsatisfied interactions (mode 1), contacting residues introducing new favorable interactions
(mode 2), or noncontacting residues ("action-at-a-distance", mode 3).
A AGolding
AAGiinding
Mode of
Position
Mut'n
Action
Elec Total
Elec
Total
L53
Asn Ala
1
-0.28
+0.02 +0.38
-3.55
L93
Trp Phe
1
-0.29
+0.66 +0.15
+4.68
H53
Ser
His
2
-0.59
-1.85
+3.66
+2.95
H100 Ser Arg
2
-1.78
-4.89
+3.39
+0.79
L34
Tyr Gln
2
-0.97
+0.15 +1.66
+3.54
H106 Phe Tyrb
3
-0.26
-0.41
+1.60
+20.96
L34
Tyr Lys
3
-0.42
+0.37 +1.90
+2.80
L53
Asn Hisb
3
-0.14
-1.49
+1.14
-0.02
H31
Asp Arg
3
-0.44
-0.43
+4.56
+0.70
L32
Ser
Arg
3
-0.25
-0.52
+1.96
-0.46
H56
Gly Lys
3
-0.26
0.16 +1.38 +10.74
values in kcal/mol.
bMutation observed in the directed evolution experiments.
aAll

getics for the selected single mutations, together with their associated mode of action.
Positions are referred to with their chain (L, light or H, heavy) and residue number.
At two positions (L34 and L53), we selected mutants to two different amino acids,
to probe different modes of action. Figure 3-3 shows the positions of single mutations predicted to improve binding, with colors corresponding to the indicated modes
of action. Interestingly, favorable predictions were spread across the entire binding
interface. Note that all the favorable design predictions are overlaid in this figure,
but our predictions correspond to single amino-acid substitutions from the wild-type
sequence. Therefore, the apparent clashes of side-chain atoms between neighboring
design positions are not part of the designed structures.
Figure 3-4 displays the structures of selected mutation examples for contacting
residues.

In the first example, shown in Figures 3-4A and B, mutation of residue

L93 from tryptophane to phelylalanine removes unsatisfied polar contacts, while preserving van der Waals interactions with the ligand. The effect of mutating residue
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Figure 3-3: 2D12.5 design predictions. Protein backbone is depicted by ribbons (ice
blue: antibody heavy chain; cyan: antibody light chain). Y-DOTA is shown in atom
colors. Predictions for binding improvement are shown with the designed mutant
side chain. Colors correspond to modes of action: contacting residues removing unsatisfied interactions (mode 1, yellow), contacting residues introducing new favorable
interactions (mode 2, orange), or noncontacting residues (mode 3, purple). Calculations were done for single mutations, and therefore any apparent clash of side chains
does not correspond to actual designed structures.
H53 from serine to histidine is shown in Figures 3-4C and D. Whereas the wild-type
serine is solvent-exposed, the designed histidine makes a new hydrogen bond with a
carboxylate oxygen from Y-DOTA.
Figure 3-5 displays the structures of selected mutation examples for non-contacting
residues. For 2D12.5 antibody, most mutations of this type were to positively charged
amino acids, i.e. lysine or arginine. In our prepared structure, the total charge on the
wild-type antibody heavy chain is +2, and that on the light chain is -3, resulting in
2D12.5 carrying a total charge of -1; Y-DOTA was modeled in its net charge state of
-1. As such, increasing the total net charge of the antibody at positions moderately
far from the binding interface was often computed to improve binding energetics.
During the experimental affinity maturation procedure carried out in the Wittrup lab, mutations were accumulated across 22 positions of 2D12.5 antibody. The
average number of mutations increases as more rounds of mutagenesis and selection
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Figure 3-4: Examples of 2D12.5 single mutation designs: contacting residues. Each
pair of figures displays the wild type and a design. Y-DOTA and mutated position
are shown in licorice; positions given conformational flexibility are shown with lines.
(A-B) Removal of unsatisfied interactions: mutation of L93 from tryptophane to
phenylalanine. (C-D) Introduction of new favorable interactions: mutation of H53
from serine to histidine, creating a hydrogen bond with Y-DOTA.
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Figure 3-5: Examples of 2D12.5 single mutation designs: non-contacting residues.
Each pair of figures displays the wild type and a design. Y-DOTA and mutated
position are shown in licorice; positions given conformational flexibility are shown
with lines. (A-B) Mutation of H31 from aspartate to arginine introduces a net charge
increase of +2. (C-D) Mutation of H56 from glycine to lysine.

are performed. After 6 rounds, the sequenced clones had accumulated, on average,
12 mutations. Due to the randomness of the mutagenesis protocol used, mutations
are generally either beneficial, i.e. contributing to binding improvement and allowing
the clone to be selected for the next round, or neutral.

For therapeutic applica-

tions, introducing the minimum number of mutations necessary to achieve the targeted binding affinity is desirable to reduce potential problems with immunogenicity.
This is especially important for mutations outside of the complementary determining
regions, which composed half of the observed mutations here. Therefore, computationally identifying the individual mutations contributing significantly to the affinity
improvement is valuable as a first step to eliminate unnecessary mutations.
Single mutation designs, in the context of the wild-type 2D12.5, were carried out to
computationally recreate experimentally observed mutations. Using our electrostaticbased metric, only two individual mutations were computed to contribute to binding
affinity improvement, as shown in Table 3.1. Interestingly, mutation of residue H106
from phenylalanine to tyrosine was predicted to improve binding affinity, at the detriment of folding stability. This mutation was observed in early rounds of selection, but
disappeared from the experimental library at round 6. Experimentally, scFv 2D12.5
0
was observed to be only midly stable (melting temperature Tm = 43.5 C). Our cal-

culations suggest that clones containing the F(H106)Y mutation, despite predicted
favorable contribution to the binding energetics, were under selective pressure for
better folding stability. The other mutation computed to enhance binding affinity
was N(L53)H. Our calculations suggest many favorable mutations at this position,
including mutating to alanine. From the wild-type DNA sequence of 2D12.5, mutating to histidine can be achieved with one DNA base-pair mutation, whereas mutating
to alanine requires two. One of the parameters of random mutagenesis is the average
mutation rate. A low mutation rate leads to poor exploration of sequence space, while
a high mutation rate can result in many non-foldable sequences. Standard error-prone

PCR protocols introduce a relatively low mutation rate, to maintain structural integrity. Therefore, it is very unlikely to achieve two DNA base-pair substitutions
within the same codon in the same mutagenesis round. Here, we propose to compare
the binding affinity of two mutants of L53: one experimentally observed (histidine),
and one computationally designed (alanine). Our calculations suggest that, while
mutating to histidine is beneficial, alanine substitution, less likely to be observed in
directed evolution experiment, is more favorable.
Double mutations were computationally designed in 2D12.5. Instead of selecting
all 2,926 pairs of positions (77 choose 2), where most pairs would be out of contact with
each other, we selected only pairs of nearby positions. In the interest of focusing our
computational efforts to he most promising regions of search space, we additionally
required that at least one of the design positions was contacting Y-DOTA ligand,
as degined by one side-chain atom within 4.75 A. With this selection criterion, we
carried out a total of 91 double mutation designs. For each pair of positions, 182 = 324
sequences were considered. Predictions of improved binding affinity were filtered to
select cooperative double mutations with energy improvement exceeding either single
mutation or their additive sum.
The difficulty of obtaining lowest-energy conformations of each sequence is related
to the number of protein positions and crystallographic water molecules allowed conformational flexibility. A comparison of the number and general difficulty of designs
between single and double mutations is shown in Figure 3-6. For any given design,
the number of rotamers allowed at each design position is a function of the aminoacid identity, larger residues having more fixed conformations to sample. With the
computational library used here, each mutatable residue is allowed to adopt any of
4,025 side-chain rotamers. Therefore, double mutation designs require much more
computational time than single mutation designs.
We identified two double mutations predicted to cooperatively improve binding
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Figure 3-6: Number and difficulty of single (A) and double mutation (B) designs.
Each design is characterized by the number of positions, water and protein, with
conformational flexibility.
affinity of 2D12.5 to Y-DOTA. The first design consisted of mutating (H50 Val, H58
Ala) to (H50 Gly, H58 Ser). In the designed structure, a large cavity was created
inside the protein core underneath the binding interface. Therefore, we eliminated
this mutation (see Methods).

Figure 3-7 displays the structure of the second de-

signed mutation (H101 Tyr, L53 Asn) to (H101 His, L53 Leu). The protonated form
of histidine was computed to provide for the optimal binding energy in the double mutation design. Neutral forms of histidine were also computed to increase the
binding affinity, both in the single (H101) and double (H101-L53) mutation designs.
The wild-type L53 asparagine pays a desolvation penalty upon binding that is not
compensated by electrostatic interactions with the ligand. The proposed mutation
to leucine eliminates this desolvation penalty, while maintaining van der Waals interactions. The designed histidine points toward the ligand, introducing favorable
long-range electrostatic interactions. Interestingly, both single mutations were predicted to be favorable, but the side-chains adopt different rotamers in the designed
double mutation than they did in the individual single mutation designs, resulting in
cooperative improvement of the binding affinity.
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Tyr
His
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Elec
Leu -0.24
Asn -0.15
Leu -0.88
aAll values

AAG°lding
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Total
+1.81
-0.60
+1.51
-0.12
+2.82
-1.01
in kcal/mol.

Total
+4.08
+1.08
+5.20

Figure 3-7: Predicted structure for 2D15.5 cooperative double mutation. (A) Wildtype (H101 Tyr, L53 Asn), (B) designed cooperative double mutation (H101 His, L53
Leu). The individual single mutation designs are also shown: (H101 His, L53 Asn)
in (C) and (H101 Tyr, L53 Leu) in (D). Y-DOTA and mutated positions are shown
in licorice; positions given conformational flexibility are shown with lines.

3.3

Conclusions

In this work, we computationally designed single and double mutations to improve
the binding affinity of existing monoclonal antibody 2D12.5 to Y-DOTA. Several
opportunities for binding improvement were predicted, despite the small size of the
ligand. As shown in Figure 3-3, the single mutations were distributed surrounding the
entire binding interface. Designed mutations are predicted to enhance electrostatic
binding free energy either through removal of poorly-satisfied polar group, or through
introduction of new interactions.

These mutations can act either through direct

hydrogen-bonding with the ligand, or by addition of a net charge at the periphery of
the binding interface.
The overall magnitude of the predicted improvement in electrostatic binding energies are usually small, however. Only three designed single mutations were calculated
to improve the binding affinity by more than 0.5 kcal/mol, as shown in Table 3.1. All
of these mutations are predicted to introduce new direct interactions with the ligand,
a design scenario that requires precise estimation of specific energetic contributions.
Even though previous work using this methodology demonstrated a greater than 60%
success rate across different systems, predictions with higher computed improvement
in binding affinity are more robust [117, 119].
Binding-induced conformational change can be important in biological interactions. In this work, we assumed a fixed backbone conformation of the antibody, both
in the bound and unbound states. Moreover, we fixed the coordinates of Y-DOTA
ligand to those determined in the crystallographic structure. Previous work using
the methodology developed by Lippow et al. focused mostly on design of proteinprotein interfaces. During the design process, specific positions of the protein ligand
were given rotameric conformational freedom, if they were neighbors of design positions. This computational design procedure was applied to a small molecule ligand
only in the context of antibody 4-4-20 binding to fluorescein. The goal of the design

was to validate the computational methodology by recapitulating experimentally observed mutations obtained through directed evolution techniques [120]. Independent
computational analysis showed that four substitutions contributed favorably to the
electrostatic component of the binding affinity. Computational design identified only
two of those four positions, probably because of the limitations of the fixed backbone
and ligand conformations [119].
Our designed mutations will be experimentally tested for binding improvement in
the Wittrup lab. Single mutations measured to enhance binding affinity could then
be combined into a multiple mutant. This strategy was shown to be very effective
for other antibody systems, where for instance, combining six mutations led to a
140-fold improvement in binding affinity of the anti-hen egg-white lysozyme antibody
D44.1 [117]. One of the main advantages of computational design over directed evolution experimental techniques is the systematic evaluation of mutations to any amino
acid, across a large number of positions. In the computer, one can model mutations
requiring the simultaneous substitution of two or three DNA base pairs, an event
very unlikely to be achieved in random mutagenesis setup. In this system, achieving
100-fold improvement in binding affinity from the wild-type affinity (Kd = 0.16 nM),
as measured in the Wittrup lab, would be a significant contribution to the developement of efficient pretargeted radioimmunotherapy, with potential to greatly improve
cancer treatment.
In the event that predicted binding affinity improvements are not achieved experimentally, an alternative computational design procedure could be developed. As
mentioned above, the current procedure used fixed protein backbone and ligand coordinates. Parallel designs could be carried out with fixed poses of Y-DOTA, using
various rotation/translation transformations from the crystallographic structure. The
drug design methodology developed in-house by Michael Altman [121] could be used
to generate individual poses in the context of the wild-type antibody, and independent

protein designs could be carried out for each ligand conformation. Due to the special
coordination state of the yttrium metal atom by four carboxylate oxygens in DOTA,
rotameric flexibility of the ligand is most likely not a limiting factor here. Further conformational relaxation could include incorporating different backbone conformations
for the antibody, with CDR loops of various lengths modeled from existing antibody

structures [122].

3.4
3.4.1

Methods
Structure preparation

The 2.1 A crystal structure of antibody 2D12.5 Fab bound to an yttrium-DOTA analog [105] was obtained from the Protein Data Bank [85] (PDB ID 1NC2). Only the
variable region (Fv) of the antibody (heavy chain: residues 1 through 119 and light
chain: residues 1 through 110) was kept for calculations. Heavy chain C-terminus was
patched as an N-methylamide C-terminus, and light chain N-terminus as an acetylated N-terminus, for consistency with planned experimental testing using single chain
variable fragment (scFv) expression system. Pyroglutamic acid originally present at
the N-terminus of the light chain was removed and replaced by wild-type glutamine.
Five water molecules bridging the binding interface and four water molecules buried
away from bulk solvent (water numbers 11, 25, 32, 350) were retained. For calculations of two-state rigid binding, water molecules were either assigned to the antibody
(water numbers 5, 11, 25, 27, 32, 138, 350) or to Y-DOTA (water numbers 8, 19).
All other water molecules and ions were removed from the structure file and were
modeled implicitly. Titration states, and asparagine, glutamine, and histidine carbon/nitrogen/oxygen crystallographic uncertainties were resolved based on optimization of hydrogen-bonding in the side-chain local environments. Coordinates for the
heavy atoms of Y-DOTA were obtained from the crystal structure, bound to yttrium-

(S)HETD, by removing (S)HETD side chain atoms (carbon atoms C17 through C27,
oxygen atoms 09 and 010, and sulfur atom SI).
Molecular mechanics was used to prepare the protein structure. The HBUILD facility [123] in the program CHARMM [86] was used to build all hydrogen atoms onto
each structure. The CHARMM22 all-atom parameter set [16] with the CHARMMadapted TIP3P water model was used, and appropriate general atom types for YDOTA were assigned (Figure 3-8). We incorporated two atom types from the CHARMm22
parameter set [124] to better describe tetrahedral aliphatic carbon (CT) and tetrahedral nitrogen (NT) atoms. Y-DOTA was modeled in its net charge -1 state. Van der
Waals parameters describing yttrium interactions were borrowed from the calcium
ion. Y-DOTA partial atomic charges (Figure 3-8) were obtained as described by
Green and Tidor [125] by first using the program GAUSSIAN98 [126] with restricted
Hartree-Fock and the LanL2DZ basis set [127] to optimize the geometry of Y-DOTA
starting from that in the 2D12.5 structure. Subsequently, the electrostatic potential
was fitted using the restrained-fitting methods (RESP) of Bayly et al. [128], creating
two sets of partial atomic charges. One was an all-atom representation, and the other
had all non-polar hydrogen atoms assigned a charge of zero.

3.4.2

Search space

The Kabat definition for antibody complementarity determining region (CDR) positions was used to select antibody sites for potential computational mutation [129].
This presented 60 positions spanning the six contiguous stretches in primary sequence,
as shown in Figure 3-2. Additionally, we included 13 framework positions for which
at least one side-chain atom (non-hydrogen atoms beyond C3, or the Hal atom for
glycine) was within 11

A of Y-DOTA in the crystal

structure. These positions consist

of residues H36, H37, H47, H49, H69, H71, H96, H97, L37, L47, L50, L51 and L100.
We also included positions found to mutate during the directed evolution experiments
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aAll atoms are assigned partial atomic charges.
bAll non-polar hydrogen atoms are assigned zero charges.
CCHARMm22 general atom type [124].
Figure 3-8: Computational parameterization of Y-DOTA. The appropriate general
atom types from the CHARMM22 all-atom parameter set, together with two atom
types from CHARMm22 parameter set, were used for molecular mechanics calculations. The partial atomic charge distribution was obtained by quantum-mechanical
geometry minimization followed by restrained fitting of the electrostatic potential.
Radii for continuum electrostatic calculations were assigned following PARSE convention, assigning yttrium radius to that parameterized for calcium.

carried out in the Wittrup lab. Those positions are referred to as experimental design
positions. The experimental design positions that were specifically added, independently of our other selection criteria, consist of the 7 residues H44, H60, H61, H63,
H80, L5 and L40. Due to the difficulty of generating an appropriate rotamer library
for proline, the prolines at positions H102, L57 and L58 were left as wild type in
all designs. Hence, we designed a total of 77 single mutations. For the design of
single mutants, each of these residues was individually mutated to 17 other amino
acids (proline and cysteine excluded). For the design of double mutations, the only
pairs of positions considered were those with at least one pair of side-chain atoms
within 4.75

A and

at least one position with one side-chain atom within 4.75 A of

Y-DOTA . For each independent design, the one or two mutated positions were given
rotameric degrees of freedom, as were side chains at nearby positions (same definition
of nearby as used above), including crystallographic water molecules. The two neutral
tautomers and the protonated form of histidine were allowed.

3.4.3

Design of mutations

Each protein sequence was explicitly considered, for example, all 1,242 single mutations from 69 design positions with 18 amino acids each. Coordinates for Y-DOTA
atoms were kept fixed for all the designs. We used the computational design protocol
as described in Lippow et al. [117].
Conformational search is initially simplified by assuming a rigid protein backbone
and allowing only discrete side chain rotamers. The rotamer library was based on
the backbone-independent May 2002 library from Dunbrack [130,131], expanded by
± 100 in both XI and X2. The library contained 4,025 side-chain rotamers. The novel
water library developed by Lippow et al. provided for conformational freedom of
crystallographic water molecules, one rotamer allowing for the water to no longer exist
in the structure. In addition, each crystallographic wild-type rotamer was added in

a position-specific manner to the library, using the complete cartesian representation
of the side chain.
We used a two-step strategy, where we first generate a list of lowest-energy sequences based on a fast energy function, and then reevaluate the structures of each
sequence using a more accurate, yet more computationally intensive, energy function.
For the energy function for initial search ("low-resolution"), we used the CHARMM
PARAM22 all-atom parameter set [16], augmented with Y-DOTA-specific atom types
as presented in Figure 3-8, with no cut-offs for non-bonded interactions and a distancedependent dielectric constant of 4. The objective function was the difference between
the bound state energy and a sum of isolated, model compounds. Each model compound conformation was the lowest energy of all side-chain rotamers with the local
single amino acid backbone with an acetylated N-terminus and an N-methylamide
C-terminus. The model compounds are important for canceling intrinsic side-chain
energies when comparing the state energy of different protein sequences. Side chain
rotamers that clashed, either with backbone atoms or with the side chains of positions not given conformational flexibility, were eliminated from the search space.
This low-resolution energy and objective function is pairwise-decomposable, permitting application of dead-end elimination and A* search algorithms [26, 27]. An inhouse implementation of dead-end elimination and A* (DEE/A*) was at the core
of the conformational search [121]. For each protein sequence, we found its global
minimum energy conformation (GMEC), and if this energy was within a specified
energy cut-off of the wild-type GMEC energy, then a continued list of lowest-energy
structures was found for that sequence. We used the low-resolution energy function
to rank-order structures that only differ by 100 dihedral angle rotations. We then
used a high-resolution energy function to reevaluate different low-energy side chain
conformations that may, for example, exhibit different burial and trade-off between
electrostatic interaction and desolvation. The expansion of X1 and X2 by ± 100 gen-

erally created families of nine rotamers (a "fleximer" [132]); we reevaluated the 50
lowest-energy structures within 12 kcal/mol that contain at least one rotamer from a
new rotamer family (contain at least one new fleximer).
Second, we reevaluated those lowest-energy structures using more accurate, yet
more computationally-demanding models. We used Poisson-Boltzmann continuum
electrostatics as a substitute for the distance-dependent electrostatic energy from the
molecular mechanics force field. The PARSE parameters were used for partial atomic
charges and radii [133], with Y-DOTA specific parameters as described in Figure 3-8.
A locally modified version of the DELPHI computer program was used to solve the
linearized Poisson-Boltzmann equation [20, 21, 134, 135]. A dielectric constant of 4
was used for protein and explicit water, and 80 for implicit solvent regions. Ionic
strength was set to match experiments at 0.145 M, modeled with a 2.0-A Stern layer
and a molecular surface generated with a 1.4 - A probe sphere. Calculations were
performed with two-step focusing from 23% to 92% molecular fill of the grid, and one
translation of a 129 x 129 x 129 grid. The nonpolar component of the solvation free
energy was independently computed using two different models. In method 1, the
"SASA" model, it was added as a solvent-accessible surface area (SASA) term of 5
cal/mol/A 2 [133], calculated using the analytical surface area routine in the program
CHARMM. In method 2, the "CvdW" model, cavity formation and solute-solvent
van der Waals interaction were modeled separately, as the attractive interaction is
insufficiently modeled by a surface area term [136-140]. The cavitation term was
modeled as linearly proportional to the molecular (solvent-excluding) surface area
[141], calculated using the program MSMS [142]. We used the continuum van der
Waals (CvdW) energy framework from Levy and co-workers [139], modified for the
three-atom CHARMM-adapted TIP3P water model and the PARAM22 parameter
set [16]. There were three free parameters in total, consisting of cavitation slope,
cavitation intercept, and CvdW solvent probe radius, which were set as determined

in Lippow et al. [117] through parametrization on solvation free energies of alkanes
2
(continuum van der Waals probe radius = 0.75 A, cavitation slope = 52.5 cal/mol/A ,

cavitation intercept = -1.6 kcal/mol). In total, the typical "high-resolution" energy
function for rigid binding was comprised of van der Waals, electrostatic, and nonpolar
terms (computed with SASA or CvdW model, as described above). Folding energies
include additional molecular mechanics covalent bonding terms for conformational
change. Structures were reranked based on these calculations.
A standard calculation yielded prediction of binding affinity relative to wild type,
using the predicted bound-state structure and assuming rigid binding, as well as
prediction of folding stability relative to wild type, using the same structure and subtracting off energies for isolated model compounds. In general, mutations predicted
to destabilize the antibody by more than 3 kcal/mol were disregarded. In addition,
conformational change upon binding was modeled by approximating the lower-energy
unbound state with a second side-chain conformational search. The same positions
from the bound-state design were allowed conformational relaxation, again with a
fixed backbone but without the binding partner present. Binding free energy was the
difference between the bound and unbound states. Lippow et al. [117] showed that,
with this design procedure, the calculated electrostatic term for binding was a better
predictor for improvement than the total calculated binding free energy. As such,
we used this criterion to predict improvements in binding affinity. We eliminated by
hand mutations that opened significant cavities at the interface or its neighborhood,
as a continuum model with a dielectric constant of 80 may be inadequate in a confined
space. The removal of mutations predicted to lose significant folding or binding van
der Waals energy is usually sufficient to identify these positions.
Double mutations predicted to be favorably cooperative were distinguished by ensuring that predicted favorability was greater than the predicted energetics for any
mutation subset. Double mutation energetics were required to exceed each single

mutation as well as the computed sum of each single mutation. Within the design of
182 = 324 sequences, the 18-1 = 17 single mutations were used for computing cooperativity of the 324 - 18 = 306 double mutations. Cooperativity was required to exceed
0.2 kcal/mol to avoid marginal positives, e.g. a double mutation at -0.7 kcal/mol was
not considered cooperative if the two single mutations were -0.3 kcal/mol each, but
would be designated as cooperative if the double mutation exceeded -0.8 kcal/mol.
Overall, our criterion for selecting favorably cooperative double mutations can be
summarized as follows:

/AGmutl,mut2

< -0.2 + min(AGmutl

-+ Gmut 2 , AGmutl, AGmut 2 )

(3.1)

where AGmut1,mut 2 is the binding free energy of the double mutant, and AGmutk is
the binding free energy of each single mutant (k = {1, 2}).

Chapter 4

General conclusions
In conclusion, computational modeling was applied to study various aspects of proteinbiomolecule binding interactions. Detailed understanding of the molecular mechanisms leading to improved or modified binding affinity is important for fundamental
reasons and for therapeutic applications. Existing computational techniques and a
new method were used to tackle different themes in protein-biomolecule binding.
In Chapter 2, we presented the development of a new free energy method to
study force-regulated binding in a quantitative fashion. Our work illustrates the usefulness of integrated computational approaches and assessment of convergence with
idealized systems, whenever possible. Simple mechanical systems highlighted key features that are expected to be biologically relevant. In particular, we showed that
force-modulation of binding affinity arises from the differential response of bound
and unbound states to force application. Moreover, initial technology development
was coupled with careful validation on theoretical systems of increasing difficulty.
Failure of traditional simulation techniques to provide robust convergence led to the
refinement of our protocol through incorporation of more advanced sampling algorithms. Detailed structural analysis of simulations on a prototypical protein complex
highlighted several molecular mechanisms resulting in force-modulated binding affinity. The new methodology presented in this work is easily applicable to study other
mechanically regulated protein interactions.
In Chapter 3, we applied existing computational design techniques to improve the
binding affinity of an antibody-hapten complex. This interaction was selected for its
potential application in pretargeted radioimmunotherapy, a promising strategy for

cancer treatment. Through exhaustive evaluation of individual mutations at a large
number of positions, our calculations identified several beneficial mutations, to be
tested experimentally.
Hypothesis generation and validation were at the core of our work. The sequence
of a protein specifies its three-dimensional structure, and the intricate interactions
between neighboring side chains and their ability to interact with other biomolecules
encode its function, whether enzyme catalysis or ligand binding. As such, a useful
strategy to dissect biologically relevant interactions is by introducing point mutations associated with specific, computationally predicted, modifications in protein
activity. In protein engineering, the goal by itself is to design mutants with altered activity, for instance improved binding affinity. In many other applications,
experimental verification of the effects of sequence modifications is instrumental in
confirming computationally-derived molecular hypotheses. In this thesis, we make
use of this principle in two instances. In the first project, application of our free energy method to FAT-paxillin complex suggested that mechanical stretching of FAT
could strengthen its binding affinity. Analysis of structural data identified potential
mechanisms, including activation of specific polar contacts. Additional simulations
on a mutant FAT protein confirmed our hypothesis computationally. Single-molecule
pulling assays are being developed to study force-regulated binding, and could provide
a platform to test such hypotheses, by comparing wild-type to mutant protein activity
under controlled force application [143]. In the second project, computational design
identified several opportunities for binding improvement by introduction of individual
single mutations. Experimental directed evolution methods are sometimes limited by
the need for cooperative mutations at the DNA level to enhance the targeted function. Experimental testing of our mutants could make substantial contribution to
this project. Rationally combining independently beneficial mutations was shown to
lead to substantial affinity improvement in other systems [117].

Computational modeling requires both accurate energetic evaluation and efficient
search algorithms. In this work, we used a variety of molecular mechanics techniques,
as best suited for each application.

The computational design work presented in

Chapter 3 used a discrete search space where side chains of mutatable and flexible
design positions are given rotameric degrees of freedom, in the context of a fixed
backbone. We used a hierarchical strategy, where lowest-energy structures obtained
from fast and guaranteed search algorithms, based on a pairwise-decomposable energy
function, are re-evaluated using detailed electrostatic calculations. While this method
has met with considerable success in several applications, incorporation of backbone
flexibility is expected to be important in adressing more challenging design problems.
In contrast, advanced simulation techniques were used to investigate collective conformational rearrangements upon force application, as presented in Chapter 2. Starting
with random velocity assignments at a given temperature, the conformations are updated based on integration of the equations of motion. Information transfer between
parallel, independent simulations at increasing temperatures greatly increased the
overall robustness of the sampling procedure. In this context, existing energetic models, or force fields, were found to disrupt the overall protein fold, necessitating the
introduction of restraints to maintain the general structural features. Development
of more accurate, yet computationally efficient, energy models is an active area of research that should greatly benefit the field of protein computational modeling [144].
As shown in this work, computational modeling can provide molecular level understanding of specific factors regulating protein-biomolecule interactions, whether point
mutation or force-induced conformational rearrangements. A prerequisite, however, is
the availability of appropriate data, namely structural information and minimum biological insight. Three-dimensional coordinates for protein-biomolecule complexes are
usually determined either by X-ray crystallography [145] or NMR spectroscopy [146].
To apply the free energy methodology developed in Chapter 2 to other protein pairs

biologically involved in mechanotransduction requires availability of structural data
and hypotheses for pulling mechanisms (contacts for application of mechanical force).
Currently, there is a lack of validated, detailed, structural mechanistic data to support such a study. As such data become available, we anticipate that these methods
will be of general applicability.
This thesis has presented applications of novel and existing computational methods to study protein-biomolecule interactions. The computational design of antibodyY-DOTA affinity maturation, with potential application in cancer treatment, is one
example of how molecular computational modeling can help advance therapeutic development. We also developed and applied a new method to computationally estimate
force-modulated binding free energy. Increasing experimental evidence suggests that,
in addition to biochemical signals, mechanical signals play a significant role in regulating both physiological and pathological cell behavior. Molecular analysis of force
effects on protein structure and associated biochemical function is thus important
for fundamental reasons. Additionally, detailed understanding of force-modulation,
using computational methods such as those presented in this thesis, could be applied
to identify new protein targets with novel mechanisms of therapeutic intervention.

Appendix A
Analysis of protein global motions
in bound and unbound states
Abstract
Mechanical forces regulate many cellular processes, such as growth, differentiation
and motility. The cell response arises from sensing mechanical cues and transforming
them into biochemical signals, but little is known about how this is achieved. A proposed mechanism for mechanotransduction is force-induced conformational changes,
resulting in modifications of protein activity. In this context, one hypothesis, consistent with robust force sensing and response, is that zones that are easy to deform in
the absence of mechanical strain are likely to be involved in response to mechanical
stimulus. Hence, studying the natural global motions of a protein is a useful first
step towards understanding its force response. In this work, we focused on a likely
mechanosensor protein, the FAT domain of Focal Adhesion Kinase (FAK), binding
to a paxillin peptide. Normal mode analysis carried out in the bound and unbound
states highlighted subtle differences in the protein dynamics. Binding was found to
affect the magnitude of residue fluctuations, as well as the correlated motions between
different regions of the protein. Small alterations in the frequencies of many normal
modes below 500 cm - 1 contributed to a vibrational entropy increase in the bound
state that could partly compensate for lost rigid body degrees of freedom.

A.1

Introduction

Mechanical forces have been shown to be of critical importance in biological processes,
such as endothelial cells orientation following shear stress and anchorage of the cell
to its surrounding extracellular matrix through focal adhesion complexes. Cells can
sense their mechanical environment and respond to externally applied forces, as well as
cell-generated forces; force-regulated behaviors include growth, differentiation, apoptosis, motility and gene expression [31]. One hypothesis for the mechanistic basis of
force-induced biological responses is that they are carried out by key proteins acting
as "mechanosensors" and "mechanotransducers"; the combined effect of these functions is to convert a mechanical cue into a chemical signal that the cell can interpret
through propagation with biochemical signaling pathways. Modification of biochemical properties of specific proteins upon force application has been reported experimentally; these include a force-dependence lifetime profile for P-selectin complexes [147],
stretch-dependent binding of cytoplasmic proteins to cytoskeleton, including focal
adhesion kinase (FAK) and paxillin [148], and stretch-activated gating of ion channels [149]. One mechanism for achieving mechanotransduction is through force-driven
conformational changes, and a more generalized mechanism is force-modulated binding affinity.
Zones that are easy to deform in the absence of mechanical strain are likely to
be involved in response to mechanical stimulus. This would ensure that a protein
response to an applied force is somewhat robust to the details of the forcing direction.
This idea was formulated in a study on the mechanosensitive channel (MscL) of E.
coli, where normal mode analysis was performed in an attempt to elucidate the major
conformational change occuring during the gating mechanism, a process known to be
regulated by membrane strain [150]. Hence, studying the natural global motions of a
protein constitutes a useful step towards understanding its force response.
Focal adhesions are known to act as mechanosensory devices, where internal con-

tractile forces and externally applied force can regulate the assembly of the site and
trigger adhesion-dependent signaling [151]. These dynamic complexes link the cell
to its surrounding extracellular matrix, through integrin binding; they are made up
of more than 50 different molecules, many interacting with each other in an intricate and dynamic fashion [43].

Focal adhesion kinase (FAK) plays a central role

in integrin-mediated signaling through its many protein-protein interaction motifs,
which serve as a scaffold for the formation of focal adhesion complexes [152]. The
C-terminal focal adhesion targeting (FAT) region of FAK causes its localization to
sites of integrin clustering, by interacting with talin and paxillin through binding to
the so-called LD motifs. The FAT domain structure is a four-helix bundle; helical
bundle structures are ubiquitous in proteins involved in adhesion [50], such as vinculin [51], a-catenin [52], and talin [53]. Moreover, there is a commonality of binding
mechanism: through bundle association, the paxillin helical LD motif interacts with
the FAT domain four-helix bundle, mostly through hydrophobic patches, thereby
creating a five-helical bundle structure. A similar binding motif is found in other
complexes of the adhesion machinery, such as vinculin head (Vh) binding to vinculin
tail domain [54], various Vh-talin complexes [53-55], Vh-a-actinin [56], a-catenin
dimerization and ao-catenin-3-catenin binding interactions [57].
The precise identity of mechanosensory proteins in the focal adhesion system
remains unknown. Interactions between FAT and paxillin play an important role in
the assembly of focal adhesions, and could be part of the mechanosensing machinery
[153]. In this work, we studied the global motions of the FAT domain in the presence
and absence of a bound paxillin peptide, by carrying out normal mode analysis. We
sought to assess the impact of binding on protein dynamics in this model system, as
a way to gain general insight on force-regulated binding properties.

Table A.1: Normal mode calculations results. Protein refers to the unbound four-helix
bundle domain from FAT, while peptide refers to the unbound paxillin peptide.

Average energy gradient (kcal/(mol A))
Atom RMS difference (A)
Backbone
All atoms

A.2

Bound
9 x 10- 5

Protein
6 x 10- 5

Peptide
6 x 10-5

1.20
1.70

1.08
1.56

0.75
1.83

Results

Bound and unbound state structures were prepared from available crystallographic
data. For each system, local energy minimization was carried out to bring the structure into a local minimum, where the gradient in potential energy is zero. Normal
mode analysis was performed on the energy-minimized structures. The results of the
energy-minimization and normal mode calculations are sumarized in Table A.1. For
both the bound and the unbound states, the average gradient in potential energy is
close to zero (less than 10-4 kcal/(molA)). The normal mode calculations resulted
in the expected number of zero-frequency modes for each system (six for the bound
state, twelve for the unbound state, with calculated magnitudes of 2.9 x 10-2 cm

1

or less). These modes correspond to overall translation and rotation of the system.
Because no negative eigenvalues were obtained, each structure is at a local minimum,
rather than a saddlepoint. The root-mean-square difference in atom coordinates with
respect to the crystallographic structure is around 1

A over

backbone atoms, indi-

cating that each structure is essentially at a stationary point on its potential energy
surface close to the crystal structure.
RMS fluctuations of the Ca atoms were computed over all the normal modes,
according to Equation A.1 (see Methods). Figure A-1 shows the RMS fluctuations in
the bound and unbound states. The N-terminal loop, which is fairly flexible, appears
to have even greater motions in the bound state. However, the fluctuations in the
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Figure A-1: RMS fluctuations in A of the Ca atoms, for the bound (blue) and
unbound (red) states, computed over all the normal modes. The labels H1, H2, H3
and H4 indicate the span of the a-helices of the four-helix bundle domain.
bound state overall tend to be reduced compared to those in the unbound state.
Specific regions of the four-helix bundle domain exhibit binding-induced decrease in
their dynamic motions. These include the loop connecting helices 1 and 2, the middle
regions of helices 2 and 3, and part of helix 4. These regions are enriched in residues
that are either directly binding to the paxillin peptide, such as Lys 955, Gly 958,
Leu 959, Gln 987, Asn 991, Leu 994, Gly 995, Ile 998 and Asn 999, or contacting such
residues. We also observed more distant effects, for instance residues 1019-1023 in
helix 4, which appear to have hindered motions in the bound state even though they
are on the opposite side of FAT.
The extent of correlation in the motions of pairs of atoms is an alternative metric
to study the dynamical properties of each system. Cross-correlation coefficients for
the Ca atoms of the four-helix bundle domain over all its normal modes were computed according to Equation A.2, in the bound and unbound states. Figure A-2A
shows the cross-correlation matrices for each state independently. Since the FAT do-

main consists of four anti-parallel a-helices, two general features arise. First, strong
correlations are observed along the main diagonal, i.e. for residues in the same helix. Second, residues in adjacent helices contact each other in the three-dimensional
structure, resulting in correlated motions. This phenomenon is visualized as "stripes"
of positively correlated residues, perpendicular to the main diagonal. Correlation between residues in helix pairs 1-2, 2-3, and 1-4 is apparent in Figure A-2A for both
states. Binding affects the correlation coefficients throughout the structure, as shown
with the cross-correlation difference matrix in Figure A-2B. The extent of correlation
in the motions of residues at the binding interface (helices 2 and 3) are not altered by
binding, but rather stay well correlated. Coupled motions of those helices with their
neighbors, however, are modified. In particular, we observed decreased correlations
in the relative motions of helices 1 and 2, and strengthening of the correlated motions
between helices 3 and 4. The correlated motions of the loops relative to the core of
the domain are also greatly altered by binding, in particular displacements of certain
residues of helices 3 and 4 relative to their connecting loop, as well as the neighboring
loop connecting helices 1 and 2.
Next, we examined the distribution of normal modes frequencies. The cumulative
vibrational density of states for the bound and unbound states is shown in Figure A-3.
We observed a slight shift towards lower frequency normal modes in the bound state
compared to the unbound state, even though the overall distributions of frequencies
are very similar. Based on the normal modes frequency distribution, we computed
the vibrational entropy according to Equation A.3. The subtle difference in frequency
distribution was calculated to give rise to a very large vibrational entropic contribution. The bound state exhibits a decrease of about 150 kcal/mol in -TAS at 300 K,
compared to the unbound state. This change arises from small alterations in the
frequencies of many modes, mostly below 500 cm - 1 , as shown in Figure A-4B. The
fact that many modes contribute to the entropy change, instead of a small number
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Figure A-2: Cross-correlation coefficients of the Ca atoms, computed over all the
normal modes. (A) Cross-correlation matrices. The matrices being symmetric, we
plot the coefficients for the bound state in the upper triangular part, and those for the
unbound state in the lower triangular part for comparison. (B) Difference between
the bound and unbound correlation coefficients (full symmetric matrix).
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Figure A-3: Cumulative vibrational density of states for the bound (blue) and unbound (red) states. The curves overlap almost perfectly in panel (A). Panel (B) shows
an enlargement of the low-frequency region along the abcissa.
of specific modes, was observed in other systems [154].

A.3

Discussion

Natural global motions of a protein are expected to be preferentially activated upon
mechanical force application. Therefore, exploring a protein low-energy motions is
a useful tool to understand force-induced conformational changes. Analyzing how
binding alters those natural motions can provide with hypotheses for force-regulated
binding mechanisms. In this work, we studied the global motions of the FAT region
of FAK, in the presence and absence of a bound paxillin peptide.
Binding was found to alter the protein dynamics in several different fashions.
The global fluctuations of individual residues throughout the protein structure were
modified. This effect included, but was not restricted to, residues directly involved in
the binding process. The binding interface is more constrained in its motions, whereas
some loop and terminal regions are more flexible. The extent of correlation in relative
motions of parts of the FAT domain were also altered. Effects were mostly observed
for the correlations between residues at the binding interface and their neighbors.
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Figure A-4: Cumulative vibrational entropy for the bound (blue) and unbound (red)
states. Vibrational entropy is plotted as -TAS at 300 K.
Interestingly, the extent of correlation among pairs of residues inside the binding site
was not visibly affected, but stayed high.
We computed the vibrational entropy for the bound and unbound states based
on the distribution of normal modes frequencies. Our calculations suggest a difference of 150 kcal/mol upon binding, the bound state having higher entropy due to
a global shift towards lower normal modes frequencies. The binding reaction of two
molecules to form a single complex must overcome an entropic barrier due to the
loss of translational and rotational degrees of freedom. Estimating the vibrational
entropy in the bound and unbound states can provide insight into ways to compensate for this entropy loss [155]. The entropy loss due to rigid-body motions scales
as the logarithm of molecular size. For insulin dimerization, the entropy loss was
estimated to be around 30 kcal/mol, and the compensating difference in vibrational
entropy was 7 kcal/mol [154]. In our study, we modeled the paxillin LD4 peptide as
helical, based on NMR data for the related LD2 motif [156]. If the unbound peptide
was unfolded in solution, it would have a much higher vibrational entropy than the

one computed here, assuming a folded state. Therefore, the unlikely high value for
the entropy difference between the bound and unbound states computed in this work
(150 kcal/mol) might come from an underestimation of the vibrational entropy of the
unbound peptide.
To gain further insight into binding-induced changes in protein dynamics, a detailed comparison of the normal mode eigenvector directions would be valuable. In the
case of HIV-1 reverse transcriptase, normal mode analysis with a corse-grained model
suggested a reorganization of the directions of the eigenvectors upon binding [157].
Ultimately, global protein motions and their rearrangements upon binding could be
used to guide the study of protein response to applied forces. Specifically, analysis
of force-induced conformational changes could be carried out either by projecting
forcing direction onto normal mode eigenvectors, or by using molecular dynamics
simulations.

A.4

Conclusion

Normal mode analysis was carried out in the bound and unbound states of FATpaxillin complex. Our calculations suggested several differences in the natural motions of both states, including the overall flexibility of individual residues and the
network of correlated motions between pairs of residues.

The vibrational entropy

of the bound state was found to be significantly higher than our modeled unbound
state, providing a mechanism for compensating entropy loss due to rigid motions
freezing upon binding. Ultimately, analysis of the directions of protein natural motions and their rearrangement upon binding could help further our understanding of
force-modulated protein activity.

A.5
A.5.1

Methods
Structure preparation

The 2.35-A crystal structure of the focal adhesion targeting (FAT) domain of focal
adhesion kinase bound to paxillin LD motif [84] was obtained from the protein data
bank [85] (PDB 10W6). The starting structure for the bound state was taken from
chains C and F, and for the unbound state from chain B, which is unliganded in the
crystal structure. In the text, we refer to residues according to their numbering in
this structure; there is an offset of 908 compared to the relative residue numbering
that appears in the supporting figures.

Based on NMR data which showed that

paxillin LD2 motif forms an a-helix in solution [156], we modeled the unbound peptide
with the helical configuration it adopts in the bound complex. All crystallographic
water molecules and ions were removed. Titration states and asparagine, glutamine,
and histidine carbon/nitrogen/oxygen crystallographic uncertainties were resolved
based on optimization of hydrogen-bonding in the side-chain local environments. All
molecular mechanics calculations were carried out using the CHARMM program [86]
with the CHARMM 19 parameter set [15, 87] and the Effective Energy Function
EEF1 solvent model [25]. Positions for polar-hydrogen atoms were generated with
HBUILD [123].

A.5.2

Normal mode calculations

The normal mode theory is based on the harmonic approximation of the potential
energy function, around a minimum energy conformation. This approximation allows
an analytical solution to the equations of motion by diagonalizing the Hessian matrix
(mass-weighted second derivatives of the potential energy). The eigenvectors are the
normal modes, and the eigenvalues are the squares of the associated frequencies. The
protein motion can be represented as a superposition of normal modes, fluctuating

around a minimum energy conformation. The lowest-frequency normal modes are
collective motions of large groups of atoms, and provide insights about the flexible
and rigid parts of the protein, as well as their correlated motions [158].
The bound and unbound structures were energy-minimized using 1000 steps of the
steepest-descent (SD) algorithm followed by 10000 steps of the adopted-basis NewtonRaphson (ABNR) algorithm. This extensive minimization is required to achieve a
local minimum so that there are no negative modes.

The mass-weighted second-

derivative matrix was calculated and diagonalized to give the normal modes [159].
Using the normal modes representation, thermodynamic averages can be calculated
efficiently using analytical formulae. The RMS atom fluctuations were computed by
evaluation of the expression [160]:
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where Vik is the vector of the projections of the kth normal mode with frequency
'k

on the Cartesian components of the displacement vector for the ith atom, kB is

the Boltzmann constant, and T is the absolute temperature. Note that the sum is
over the vibrational modes only. The cross-correlations between pairs of atoms were
computed as follows:
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The vibrational entropic contribution to the free energy at a given temperature is
obtained through the expression [161]:

TS = E
Sexp kT

- kTn
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kBT
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where h is the Planck constant.
Analysis of atomic motions was performed for the bound state and the unbound
state consisting of FAT by itself. For the frequency distribution of the normal modes
and associated properties, such as the vibrational entropy, the unbound state consisted of both the FAT domain and the paxillin peptide, treated separately.
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